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Introduction

In August 2007, the Bureau of Land Manage-

ment (BLM) Richfield Field Office and the Colorado

Plateau Archaeological Alliance (CPAA) entered into a

cooperative partnership to conduct cultural resource

surveys of approximately 60 acres, and conduct evalua-

tive test excavations for the presence of intact cultural

deposits at the Fish Creek Cove archaeological site

(42Wn503), which lies to the southwest of the town of

Torrey, Wayne County, Utah. The project area is entirely

on BLM-administered properties, surrounded by pri-

vate lands to the north and east, and U.S. Forest Service

(USFS) lands to the south and west (Figure 1). This proj-

ect was not conducted as a compliance component of

Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act

(NHPA). Rather, the effort was a proactive initiative by

the BLM Richfield Office conducted within the context

of Section 110 of the NHPA. 

The limited testing project undertaken at site

42Wn503 (hereafter referred to as Fish Creek Cove)

was designed to ascertain the presence of intact subsur-

face cultural deposits that could contribute to the sci-

entific knowledge of the region, in particular prehistoric

adaptations in the Fremont River drainage, and to offer

recommendations to the BLM regarding management

of public visitation to the site. This site is well known to

the local residents and has been a focal point of amateur

collecting for more than a century. It also played a fun-

damental role in the development of the Fremont Cul-

ture concept wherein Noel Morss (1931) described the

prehistoric inhabitants of the region as distinct from bet-

ter known Southwestern traditions (e.g., Anasazi).

Given the importance of the site to the archaeological

history of Utah and the popularity of the site to the gen-

eral public, land managers must decide whether or not

to invest additional resources towards increased protec-

Figure 1:  General location of the Fish Creek Cove project area and relevant land ownership.
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tion and possibly interpretation of this site. The presence

or absence of intact deposits here is the key factor in

that decision-making process. 

Because the spectacular rock art panels at this

site are well known and easily accessible, this site re-

ceives extensive visitation. The site has also suffered sig-

nificant vandalism over the years, both in terms of illegal

excavation into shelter deposits and the addition of

names, dates, initials and images over and around the

rock art panels. Some 1928 photographs in the Peabody

Museum archives show that the rock art had already

been damaged by bullets and historic inscriptions at that

time, and new inscriptions have been added as recently

as 2008. There is some indication that the site had been

excavated by local residents prior to Morss’ arrival, and

that artifacts recovered during these activities prompted

Morss to select the site for thorough investigation. Ac-

cession records at the Peabody Museum indicate Morss

acquired from local residents a large number of artifacts

that had been removed from Fish Creek Cove (see Ap-

pendix A). The BLM has received consistent reports that

vandalism is an ongoing problem at this site.

Although the site is regularly patrolled by the

BLM, agency efforts to protect the site have been ham-

pered due to the site’s easy access, as well as its lack of

visibility from nearby residences. This has allowed mis-

chief to occur out of view of local residents who other-

wise protect the site. The BLM also acknowledges the

need for additional baseline documentation as to the ex-

tent of site degradation, as well as a need to determine

Figure 2:  Fish Creek Cove pictographs, as observed in 2009

prior to test excavations.

Figure 3:  Fish Creek Cove pictographs in 1928, prior to ex-

cavations. Photo courtesy of the Peabody Museum, 

Harvard University.

if and where intact cultural deposits remain that would

warrant more aggressive management. Closure of the

site to the public would be difficult because of the pop-

ularity of the spectacular red elk pictographs (Figure 2)

that attract considerable public interest, including

among the local community. However, it is also probable

that some subsurface deposits are intact at this site and

that remaining cultural resources here could be dam-

aged or destroyed by continued visitation.

Traditional archaeological excavation tech-

niques were applied along with newer techniques such

as the use of Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and Ge-

ographic Information System (GIS) software (see

Maschner and Chippendale 2005). The project was con-

ducted in three phases: (1) A comprehensive mapping

of 42Wn503, (2) a limited inventory of BLM properties

around Fish Creek Cove, and (3) test excavations of five

1-by-1 meter test units, two along the access trail and

three adjacent to the rock art panels at 42Wn503 that

are the focus of most public visitation. This effort was

completed over a four-month period in 2009. Test ex-

cavations were conducted from July 2 to July 4, 2009,

under Utah Division of State History Antiquities Permit

U-08-C1-0067b. Fieldwork was conducted by CPAA

archaeologists Jerry D. Spangler (Principal Investigator)

and Andrew T. Yentsch (Project Manager), who were as-

sisted by Duncan Metcalfe (Utah Museum of Natural

History), Craig Harmon (BLM- Richfield Field Office),

and six high school students accompanied by two school

advisors. Laboratory space was provided by the Antiq-

uities Section of the Utah Division of State History.
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Site 42Wn503 was initially documented and

excavated in 1928 by Noel Morss working under the

auspices of the Claflin Emerson Expedition from the

Peabody Museum at Harvard University. The site was

identified at that time as a large but shallow overhang

located on the west side of Fish Creek Cove. The exca-

vation revealed the presence of subsurface cultural de-

posits more than 2 meters in depth, as well as several

buried storage features and a wooden superstructure

from a habitation feature (Figure 3). Although organic

materials were observed and collected in 1928, no ra-

diometric or other chronological analyses had been per-

formed prior to the 2009 investigations. 

The Colorado Plateau Archaeological Alliance

served as the lead partner in a cooperative project in-

volving the University of Utah, Utah Museum of Natu-

ral History, the Antiquities Section of the Utah Division

of State History, and the BLM to produce baseline data

that will (1) place Fish Creek Cove into better temporal

perspective within the context of current understand-

ings of the Fremont culture, and (2) assist the BLM to

better manage public visitation at this site to facilitate

long-term preservation of cultural resources here. This

report also includes recommendations for possible man-

agement strategies that could facilitate that objective.

Environmental Context

Fish Creek Cove is located 4.6 miles south of

the town of Torrey, Utah; 4.8 miles southeast of Teas-

dale, Utah; 3.6 miles west of Grover, Utah; and 2.9

miles south of the Fremont River, at an elevation of

2225 meters (7,300 feet) above mean sea level (amsl).

The site is located on a south-facing yellow Navajo Sand-

stone cliff face, approximately 25 meters (82 feet) north

of Spring Branch Creek, in the northwest quarter of

Section 6, Township 30 South, Range 5 East, Blind Lake,

Utah Quadrangle, USGS 7.5-minute topographic map

(1985). The site covers approximately 7,000 square me-

ters (1.73 acres) and is bounded on the south by Spring

Branch Creek and on the north by the Cockscomb (Fig-

ure 4). The property is currently administered by the

Richfield Field Office of the BLM.

Physiography

The area under discussion here lies within the

Circle Cliffs-Teasdale Anticline subdivision of the Col-

orado Plateau Physiographic Province, as traditionally

defined. This area is comprised of a series of high, inward

facing Jurassic and Triassic cliffs that ring a lower area of

Figure 4:  General environmental overview of the Cockscomb and Fish Creek Cove.  Torrey is located at the base of the red

cliffs in the background.
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Triassic and Permian formations. This area features a

spectacular monocline, the Waterpocket Fold, that ex-

poses sawtooth-like edges of Navajo and Wingate sand-

stone formations that mark the eastern margin of the

anticline in a series of hogback formations. This anticline

is much like the Monument Upwarp to the southeast,

except that it is shorter, narrower and exhibits a north-

westerly trend. The western flank of the Waterpocket

Fold is gentler, but is cut into block-like segments by nu-

merous canyons that drain towards the Escalante River

near its western edge. Because of the basically north to

south trending alignment of the fold, no major drainages

cross it from east to west (Stokes 1986).

Soils and Hydrology

Sediments in the immediate vicinity consist of

sandy aeolian and alluvial deposits in semi-stabilized or

active sand dunes (Figure 5). Two primary areas were

investigated for cultural deposits: (1) the area east of the

main rock art panel and west of an ephemeral parking

area along the Fish Creek Cove Road, and (2) along the

base of the sandstone cliff face marking the main portion

of the site. A north-south trending trail connects the

parking area to the rock art panels at Fish Creek Cove.

The area slopes from south to north and is down-cut by

three parallel washes 1.5 to 2.5 meters deep. The area

along the trail consists of rolling, semi-stabilized sand

dunes with a low canopy of dispersed low-sagebrush,

rabbit brush, pinyon, juniper, Indian rice grass and other

small bunch-type grasses. Sediments on the high points

of the dunes consist of finely sorted white-to-tan sands

with occasional pebble and gravel-sized inclusions in dis-

crete areas, likely the result of shifting erosion patterns

over time. The eastern portion is generally more stabi-

lized, with the area to the west more active, featuring

deep, unstable sands. 

The area in general is located at the upper

(south) edge of an expansive sagebrush flat between two

prominent sandstone outcrops, becoming more level to

the north, and with a diminishment of the pinyon and

juniper canopy. Sediments are primarily wind-blown

sands, re-deposited from west-to-east and south-to-

north. A number of small boulders are exposed on the

high points, but are generally rare along the trail itself.

The bottoms of the intermittent drainages feature

gravel, cobbles and small boulders, whereas the sides

Figure 5:  General environmental view of the dune areas surrounding Fish Creek Cove.
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of these drainages feature isolated and banded expo-

sures of gravel and cobbles. The gravels, cobbles and

boulders are comprised of a mix of quartzitic material,

sandstone and basalt.

The area around Fish Creek Cove features

three small ephemeral drainages. Drainage 3 roughly

parallels the cliff face. It trends to the northeast until it

merges with Drainage 2 about 200 meters to the north-

east. Drainage 2 and Drainage 1 are deeper and consti-

tute branches of Spring Branch Creek. Spring Branch

Creek is currently an intermittent drainage but it is un-

known if or how frequently it flowed before modern

irrigation and water management practices were em-

ployed. The drainages exhibit seasonal periodic flows,

as there is an absence of riparian vegetation indicative

of consistent water flow or a high water table. 

Hydrologically, precipitation drains towards

the Fremont River and ultimately to the Colorado

River. Water flow in the canyons can be plentiful during

the summer monsoon season, and flash floods are a

common occurrence.  Most of the drainages in the re-

gion are intermittent streams, drying up during the

more arid summer months.  Precipitation also collects

in pools and bedrock potholes throughout the region

and can retain water for extended periods of time, giv-

ing the appearance of being permanent water sources.  

Vegetation

The plant communities occurring in the area

contain taxa characteristic of the Upper Sonoran Life

Zone as traditionally defined (Cronquist et al. 1972).

Vegetation in the immediate vicinity of the site is dom-

inated by pinyon (Pinus edulis) and juniper (Juniperus os-

teosperma), with abundant sagebrush (Artemisia

tridentata), rabbit brush (Chrysothamus nauseosus), Pon-

derosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), Indian rice grass (Oryzopsis

hymenoides) and other small bunch-type grasses occur-

ring as secondary taxa. The pine and juniper canopy be-

comes increasingly dense to the south at higher

elevations (Figure 6). There is a general lack of vegeta-

tive diversity, although heavy livestock grazing during

the historic era has undoubtedly altered the natural dis-

tribution of plants in the area.

Figure 6:  General environmental view of the forested slopes to the south of Fish Creek Cove.
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Along the nearby permanent water courses

are riparian communities that are currently dominated

by exotic species such as Russian olive (Elaeagnus an-

gustifolia) and tamarisk (Tamarix spp.), the result of graz-

ing activities and historic impacts to streamflow.

Cottonwood (Populus fremontii), single-leaf ash (Fraxinus

anomala), and willow (Salix sp.) are the native species

found in the well-watered areas, but overgrazing and

historic stream alteration has allowed the more

drought-tolerant olive and tamarisk to dominate these

areas. Cattail (Typha angustifolia), bulrush (Schoenoplectus

spp.), and arrowcane (Phragmites spp.) are also present

in the wetter areas.

Flowers in the area include such species as

vetches (Astragalus spp.), blue lupine (Lupinus perrenis)

Palmer (Penstemon palmeri) and firecracker (Penstemon

eatonii) penstemons. Many species of cacti thrive here,

including prickly pear (Opuntia spp), claret cup

(Echinocereus triglochidiatus), and various types of small

barrel cacti. While not found directly on site, sego lily

(Calochortus nuttallii) and Fremont barberry (Berberis fre-

montii) are found in the surrounding areas.

Many of these species were used ethnograph-

ically as food and medicines, and for construction and

technological resources, and many have also been doc-

umented in archaeological contexts (Jennings 1978;

Madsen 1989; for ethnographic evidence see also

Whiting 1939; Stewart 1942; Chamberlain 1911).

While these records should be consulted for a more

in-depth review of the uses of these plants, known eco-

nomic utilities for some of the more common re-

sources include:

•Pinyon pine- The small nuts in cones are nu-

tritious and high in lipids. Pine pitch was used

as a medicinal emetic and a starvation food re-

source, and was chewed.  It was also used to

seal baskets. The wood was commonly used for

construction.

•Juniper- Small berries that are blue-to-

purple in color were often mixed with other

foods. The twigs, leaves, and bark were used

in tea, dyes, cordage and textiles. The wood

was used as construction material, for use in

bows, and as fuel.

•Serviceberry- The reddish-purple berry is an

edible fruit. The wood was also sometimes

used to make bows, digging sticks and arrow

foreshafts.

•Mountain mahogany- The branches were

used for bows, digging sticks, hoes, dyes and

construction materials.

•Squawbush- This plant produces small, red-

to-yellow tart berries used in a lemonade-

like drink. The wood was also used for

making bows, arrow fore-shafts, digging

sticks and basketry.

•Yucca- The flower petals and fruit pods were

eaten, the leaves were used in basketry,

cordage, footwear and other textiles, and the

roots were used as soap.  

•Prickly pear cactus- The fruit and pads were 

eaten, either raw or roasted.  

•Ephedra- The twigs were used for dyes and

as a stimulant by brewing into drinks.

•Indian rice grass- Common as a food plant

throughout the Colorado Plateau, these

grasses produce very small, hard seeds at the

top of the plant that were roasted and ground

into meal.

•Sagebrush- These plants produce very small

seeds that are known to have been eaten by

aboriginal populations in California. The bark

and branches were used as fuel, clothing, tex-

tiles and dyes, and the leaves were eaten or

boiled into drinks.

•Rabbit brush- The branches, flowers and

bark were used mostly as fuel and to make

dyes. The branches were also used as arrow

foreshafts.

•Greasewood- This plant produces a very small,

edible seed that would serve as a food resource

in times of scarcity (although it also has many

spines that make the seeds difficult to collect).

The branches were used as fuel, for dyes, to

make rabbit sticks, arrow fore-shafts and digging

sticks, and as construction materials. 

•Willow- These were used in basketry, for

bows and arrow main-shafts, and cradleboard

frames. The leaves were used to make dyes.

•Aspen- The tree bark was mixed with tobacco

and smoked, as well as chewed or eaten to re-

lieve headaches.
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In addition to these wild plants, domesticated

species such as corn (Zea mays) and squash (Cucurbita

pepo) are known to have been utilized by residents of the

study area.  Although the timing and processes by which

these items moved north into the Colorado Plateau re-

main debatable (see Wills 1995; Matson 1991; Berry

and Berry 1986), recent findings show that Late Archaic

populations in the eastern Great Basin were utilizing

maize to some extent 2,400 B.P., perhaps earlier, and

that Basketmaker II populations in the Four Corners

were heavily reliant on maize by at least 2,500 B.P.

(Minnis 1989; Coltrain et al. 2007; Chisholm and Mat-

son 1994; Matson and Chisholm 1991; Aasen 1984;

Lepofsky 1986).

It is highly likely that for the duration of human

occupancy of the region, prehistoric vegetation com-

munities were similar to the present, although the den-

sity and distribution of these plants sometimes shifted

in response to changes in climatic patterns.  Many re-

sources mature at different times of the year, providing

sustenance throughout the year. However, plant produc-

tion is highly correlated to climate, causing a reduction

or absence of plant production during periods of less

than optimal conditions, sometimes for multiple years.

Optimal conditions, on the other hand, can result in sur-

pluses that would require additional storage.

Fauna

Historically, the area along the Fremont River

and surrounding region has been home to a diverse

array of wildlife containing species associated with the

Colorado Plateau Faunal Area (Durrant 1952). Coyote

(Canis latrans), wolves (Canis lupus), mountain lion (Puma

concolor), black bear (Ursus americanus), wolverines (Gulo

gulo), mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), bighorn sheep

(Ovis canadensis), beaver (Castor canadensis), red fox

(Vulpes vulpes) and muskrat (Ondatra zibethicus) are all

documented in the historic record. Additional species

known to inhabit the area include bobcat (Lynx rufus),

gray fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus), badger (Taxidea taxus),

spotted skunk (Spilogale putorius), striped skunk (Mephitis

mephitis), porcupine (Erethizon dorsatum), raccoon (Pro-

cyon rotor), and ringtail cat (Bassariscus astutus).  

Several smaller mammals can also be seen in

and around Fish Creek Cove, including the short-tail

weasel (Mustela erminea), longtail weasel (Mustela frenata),

mink (Mustela vison), muskrat (Odatra zibethica), blacktail

jackrabbit (Lepus califomicus), desert cottontail (Sylvilagus

auduboni), yellow-bellied marmot (Marmota flaviventris),

prairie dog (Cynomys spp.), rock squirrel (Spermophilus var-

iegatus), red squirrel (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus), northern

flying squirrel (Glaucomys sabrinus), golden-mantled

ground squirrel (Citellus lateralis), chipmunk (Eutamias

spp.), pocket gopher (Thomomys spp.), kangaroo rat

(Dipodomys ordii), desert woodrat (Neotoma lepida),

mountain vole (Microtus montanus) and shrews (Sorex spp.).

Numerous reptilian species inhabit the area,

including the Western whiptail lizard (Cnemidophorus

tigris), the eastern fence lizard (Sceloporus undulatus),

sagebrush lizard (Sceloporus graciosus) and the side-

blotched lizard (Uta stansburiana). Snakes include the

Great Basin gopher snake (Pituophis catenifer deserticola),

Western Terrestrial garter (Thamnophis elegans) and

black-necked garter (Thamnophis cyrtopsis). Poisonous

snakes include the prairie rattlesnake (Crotalus viridis),

western diamondback rattlesnake (Crotalus atox) and the

midget faded rattlesnake (Crotalus viridis concolor).

Several bat species can also be found in the

area. Species include the Little Brown Bat (Myotis lucifu-

gus), Yuma Myotis (Myotis yumanensis), long-eared Myotis

(Myotis evotis), long-legged Myotis (Myotis volans), small-

footed Myotis (Myotis leibii), Western Pipistrel (Pipistrel-

lus hesperus), Big Brown Bat (Eptesicus fuscus), Western

Big-eared Bat (Plecotus townsendi), Pallid Bat (Antrozous

pallidus), Mexican Freetail Bat (Tadarida brasiliensis) and

the Big Freetail Bat (Tadarida macrotis). Like the plant re-

sources found in the area, many of the faunal resources

were utilized by the prehistoric occupants of the area

for food, ornamentation, tools and clothing (Morss

1931; Madsen 1989).
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The Noel Morss Legacy

The Fish Creek Cove site near the town of Tor-

rey in Wayne County remains among the most signifi-

cant archaeological sites in the state of Utah, in large

part because of its influential role in the emergence of

the Fremont Culture concept, first defined by Noel

Morss (1931). In his classic publication “The Ancient Cul-

ture of the Fremont River in Utah: Report on the Explorations

under the Claflin-Emerson Fund 1928-1929,” Morss de-

scribed his excavations of Fish Creek Cove and other

sites in the region within the context of artifacts and

features that were similar to but different from the bet-

ter known prehistoric groups in the Southwest. He de-

scribed the Fremont Culture as 

... partly and perhaps predominantly agricultural,

the inhabitants of the Fremont region were also de-

pendent in good part on the game supply. Small

granaries apart from any dwellings show that the

people moved about, in all probability living in flats

in the summer and cultivating corn, and in the win-

ter in sheltering canyons around the mountains and

devoting themselves to hunting. In its general fea-

tures, the culture remained at the Basketmaker III

level, as shown by the pottery, the figurines, the ab-

sence of cotton and turkeys, the twined-woven mats,

the fur cloth, the relative abundance of coiled bas-

ketry, the various forms of snares and traps, and the

general shape of the anthropomorphic pictographs.

Only in a few characteristics — the bow and arrow,

mountain sheep pictographs, stone drills and possibly

head deformation — does the culture show traits in

common with the early Pueblo culture with which it

had contacts [1931:76-77].

. 

The Expedition

The excavations at Fish Creek Cove and the

subsequent monograph were byproducts of the Claflin

Emerson Expedition, a four-year exploration of little-

known areas north of the Colorado River. The expedi-

tion was inspired by Alfred V. Kidder, who in 1927 was

curator of Southwestern Archaeology at the Peabody

Museum at Harvard University. He suggested to

William H. Claflin Jr. and Raymond Emerson that they

take a pack trip through portions of southern Utah that

were north and west of the Colorado River, an area vir-

tually unknown to archaeologists at that time. Upon

their return to Harvard, Claflin and Emerson agreed to

fund an extended reconnaissance to be carried out by

the Peabody Museum, where Claflin was also curator of

Southeastern Archaeology (Gunnerson 1969; see also

Donald Scott Collection, Peabody Museum). 

Fieldwork in 1928 and 1931 was directed by

Donald Scott, at the time assistant director of the mu-

seum, and in 1929 and 1930 by Henry B. Roberts.

Over a four-year period, the survey extended from the

Kaiparowits Plateau on the west and south, to the Moab

and Monticello areas on the east, and to the Uinta Basin

on the north. Ironically, it was not the work of Donald

Scott and Henry Roberts that would have the greatest

impact on Utah archaeology. Rather, it was a mono-

graph first drafted in 1928 by expedition participant

Noel Morss (1928a, 1928b), and subsequently pub-

lished by the Peabody Museum in 1931, that would

have the greatest influence on archaeological theory

north of the Colorado River (Brew 1981). The mono-

graph, published using Morss’ personal funds, effec-

tively defined the Fremont Culture, a term still used

by archaeologists today to describe farmers and for-

agers north of the Colorado River.

A second major monograph by Henry B.

Roberts was to have incorporated the observations

made by crews under the direction of Scott and

Roberts. However, Roberts left the Peabody Museum

in the summer of 1930 to assume responsibilities with

the Carnegie Institution, and subsequent illness forced

him to abandon the monograph. James Gunnerson later

published many of the Claflin Emerson Expedition field

notes in his synthesis of the Fremont culture (1969), but

for unknown reasons large portions of the field notes

were not included in Gunnerson’s work, and dozens of

sites described in the journals were omitted from Gun-

nerson’s synthesis. Morss’ journals from 1928 and 1929

have been lost, although two 1928 summary reports

(Morss 1928a, 1928b) are archived at the Peabody Mu-

seum and could reflect close transcriptions of his jour-

nal. Likewise, any draft monograph initiated by Roberts

is also missing from the Peabody Museum collections,

although the museum also has his detailed journals.

It has been stated authoritatively in numerous

publications that Morss was an expedition participant

in 1928 and 1929, and indeed he was, to a point. He

was not an archaeologist (Morss 1980) and there is no
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indication he was formally trained in archaeological the-

ories and methods. Born in 1904, Morss grew up in

Chestnut Hills, an affluent suburb of Boston, where his

neighbor was Hugh O’Neill Hencken, a famed Old

World archaeologist and curator of European archaeol-

ogy at the Peabody Museum. Hencken cultivated Morss’

interest in archaeology, introducing him to Alfred Kid-

der, who took a liking to the young man. In 1925, a year

before Morss received his undergraduate in economics

at Harvard University, Morss accompanied a museum

expedition to northern Arizona. In 1927, as a first-year

law student, he led a museum-sponsored expedition to

the same area (Morss 1960). 

By the spring of 1928, the Peabody Museum

was preparing to launch the four-year Claflin Emerson

Expedition to explore unknown regions of Utah north

of the Colorado River. How Morss came to participate

is not known, although it can be surmised that it re-

sulted from his close relationship with his patrons,

Hencken and Kidder. Once the expedition reached

Utah, it split into two groups, one led by Donald Scott

and staffed by Harvard University students, and the

other led by Morss, whose crew consisted of a Boston-

area friend, Robert Sanderson, and local residents.

Based on a photograph at the Peabody Museum (see Fig-

ure 7), the excavation of Fish Creek Cove involved at

least 10 people, among them Morss, Sanderson, pho-

tographer David Rust, and probably Bishop E.P. Pectol

of Torrey and/or Clarence Mulford of Fruita, both of

whom are credited in the monograph introduction for

their assistance. According to correspondence on file at

the Peabody Museum, Mulford had previously dug into

Fish Creek Cove; Morss and Mulford exchanged letters

and remained friends for years afterward (see Noel

Morss Collection, Peabody Museum). According to mu-

seum accession records, Mulford recovered additional

items from Fish Creek Cove “near Site 11” in 1931,

which he then sold to Morss, who then donated them

to the Peabody Museum (see Appendix A).

Morss had already completed a draft of his

monograph soon after completion of the 1928 field sea-

son. He returned to the Fremont River area in 1929

with Lyon Boston to re-examine a few of the 1928 sites,

and investigate others in the Waterpocket Fold area,

where both men left their names etched into the sand-

stone (Figure 8). It is not known if Fish Creek Cove was

revisited in 1929, but Mulford again guided the expe-

dition that year. Morss’ immensely influential Fremont

Culture monograph, as well as a second monograph on

Morss’ work in northern Arizona, were published in

1931, just as Morss embarked upon a successful career

as an attorney in Boston.

Although Morss remained closely tied to the

Peabody Museum the rest of his life, archaeology was

always a passion but never a profession. In a 1980 letter,

Figure 7:  View of 1928 excavation of Fish Creek Cove. Nine people are depicted,

with photographer David Rust being a tenth participant. Photo courtesy of the

Peabody Museum, Harvard University.

Figure 8:  1929 Morss and Boston

inscriptions, Waterpocket Fold.
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Morss wrote that he felt like a fraud in archaeological

contexts because his law degree was not an “honest-to-

goodness” doctorate. “Bear in mind that I have never

been a professional archaeologist…. Nor should I be

addressed as ‘doctor’” (Morss 1980). Nonetheless, his

monograph remains a hallmark in the history of Utah

archaeology, and his observations directly related to Fish

Creek Cove are repeated in their entirety here (his rock

art observations are offered later in this report).

Through the assistance of the Peabody Museum, all of

the 1928 photographs related to Fish Creek Cove are

presented here, most of them for the first time.

Fish Creek Cove Excavations

Fish Creek Cove comprised a substantial por-

tion of Morss’ monograph, and the data he recovered

there was fundamental to his Fremont Culture concept.

Morss described the site (Site 11) as being a south-fac-

ing, shallow overhang 168 feet in length and roughly 15

feet deep. At the time of his visit in 1928, two or three

holes had already been excavated into the rich cultural

deposits in the center of the overhang, some reaching

depths of two to three feet. Morss stated that the central

portion of the site was at one time lower than the ends

of the site. Through time, the occupation sediments

were re-deposited into this central depression, creating

a nearly level surface. The west end was nearly devoid

of cultural deposits for 30 feet, and the eastern end con-

sisted of sterile sediments overlaid by abundant roof

spall and “numerous hollows and grooves on some boul-

ders” (Morss 1931:17; see also Figures 9,10 and 11).  

Morss excavated the site over seven days, en-

countering 11 deep slab-lined cists, a wooden super-

structure and cultural deposits reaching a maximum

depth of 8 feet below ground surface. Their efforts fo-

cused on the center of the site, as that was where most

of the surface cultural material was located. Based on the

stratigraphy encountered during excavation, Morss con-

cluded that the site had a long occupational sequence. 

It is evident that the site was occupied for a

long period, the total depth of the deposit being 8

feet. The lower part consisted of fine dirt inter-

spersed with charcoal, but contained no other signs

of occupancy except an occasional metate, flint or

sherd. While the dirt appeared to be wind de-

posited, a certain amount of water doubtless

drained into the caves when the floor was at this

low level and destroyed any perishable remains.

Grooved sharpening stones were found just above

the clean hardpan. The deep cists 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

were all set in loose dirt [see Figure 12]. The circu-

lar Cist 3 was a shallow, hearth-like affair with

flaring sides, such as were found on Oak Creek. The

lowest ash layer shown on the elevation marks per-

haps the remains of a floor layer of bark or straw, as

it contains no coals of any size. It is relatively indis-

tinct to the right of Cist 1. The floor just above Cist

4 consists of only a hard packed layer of the same

dirt that occurs on either side of it. Unfortunately,

the immediate vicinity of Cist 4 was dug out before

we recognized the existence of a definite floor level,

so that we did not record the exact relationship of

Cist 4 to this. Cist 4 was provided with a domed cap

of adobe with an opening at the top in which a flat

slab was neatly fitted.  Without much doubt, there

was an opening in the floor above at this point and

Cist 4 constituted a sub-cellar for the room above.

Cists 2 and 3, on the other hand, undoubtedly rep-

resent an earlier occupation.

Above the floor lay 7 or 8 inches of dirt mixed

with much straw and strewn with red slabs of sand-

stone, which had fallen down between the roof tim-

bers above. Their exact function is not clear, unless

to give added weight and insulation to the roof

above the beams, as they could not have come

through the overlying thatch, nor were they numer-

ous enough to have formed a flooring below the

roof. The beams themselves were of quaking aspen,

those on the right laid parallel with those on the

left curved around in a semicircle. The last three

had their inner ends lashed together with withes,

while the others had been burnt at the back so that

it was impossible to tell how they were secured.

Stretched over the aspen poles was a frame-

work of unique construction, consisting of willow

rods with their tops braided together to form a neat

selvage, while at intervals of 1 foot, twined-woven

withes gave a firm cross support [see Figure 13].

The wickerwork thus formed was so substantially

constructed that sections 5 feet long and 4 feet

wide were readily taken up and carried about. The

rods were laid parallel to the roof beams with the

braided tops forward, except for a section 3 feet
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wide between Cists 1 and 4, which was laid with

the cut ends to the front.

This framework was covered by 5 to 6 inches

of cedar bark strips matted together. There was no

layer of adobe on top of this, such as is usual in

Cliff-dweller construction.  Above the thatch was a

foot of ash-bearing dirt and above this again was a

layer of from 8 to 10 inches of dirt mixed with

much loose straw and other debris.  A light covering

of sand, blown in since the last occupation, topped

off the deposit.

To return to the roof level: the beams pro-

jected slightly over Cist 1 [see Figures 14, 15, 16,

17 and 18], and a thick layer of burnt cedar bark

lying on the same flat slabs as were found in the

intact portion of the roof extended around Cist 1

and over and beyond the hearth at 5, showing that

the whole had once been roofed over. The posts were

the only remaining indications of the supporting

structure. Of these, A is broken off a couple of feet

above the floor level, while all the others consisted

only of charred fragments a foot or so in length

near the floor level. It is by no means clear just

what the arrangement of the framework was. Either

each beam had its own support at the front, or

crossbeams went under the curving front. The post

at A must have supported a crossbeam. The situa-

tion at the back is obscured by fire, but that would

not account for the disappearance of the supports

under the intact portion of the roof. Perhaps after

the fire the larger beams and the uprights were re-

moved for use elsewhere.

Cist 1 was divided by a light daub-and-wat-

tle partition which only the base and one cross-

piece remained. The walls of this cist were

originally some 3 feet high. At 5 was a fireplace

consisting of a circular adobe rim 2 feet 10 inches

in inside diameter and 4 inches thick, within

Figure 10:  Unpublished view of bedrock grinding slicks at-

tributed to Morss’ Site 11. Photo courtesy of the Peabody 

Museum, Harvard University.

Figure 9:  Grinding slicks at Morss’ Site 11. This was

Plate 6(a) in the Fremont Culture monograph. Photo

courtesy of the Peabody Museum, Harvard University.

Figure 11:  Unpublished view of bedrock grinding slicks at-

tributed to Morss’s Site 11. Photo courtesy of the Peabody 

Museum, Harvard University.
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Figure 12:  Cist 1 (left) and Cists 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8. This is Plate 8(c) in the Fre-

mont Culture monograph. Note Post A at the right. Photo courtesy of the

Peabody Museum, Harvard University.

Figure 13:  Unpublished close-up view of the wicker roof construction over Cists 1

and 2. Photo courtesy of the Peabody Museum, Harvard University.

Figure 14:  Photo caption indicates this is Cist 1 with unburned portion of the roof

at the right.  This is Plate 8(a) in the Fremont Culture monograph. Photo courtesy

of the Peabody Museum, Harvard University.
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Figure 15:  This photo caption indicates this is Cist 1 below a burned section of

the roof at the left. This is Plate 8(a) in the Fremont Culture monograph. Photo

courtesy of the Peabody Museum, Harvard University.

Figure 17:  This photo caption indicates it is a view of the roof “from” Cist 1. This

is probably Cist 2, but this is unclear from the text. This is Plate 10(a) in the

Fremont Culture monograph. Photo courtesy of the Peabody Museum, Harvard.

Figure 16:  Unpublished photo, probably of Cist 1 (note the similarities of the

wall to Figure 15). Photo courtesy of the Peabody Museum, Harvard University.
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Figure 19:  The photo caption indicates this is an adobe “fireplace” with Cist 5

located below. This is Plate 9(b) in the Fremont Culture monograph. Photo

courtesy of the Peabody Museum, Harvard University.

Figure 18:  Unpublished photograph, probably of Cist 2 with the overlying roof

still in place. Photo courtesy of the Peabody Museum, Harvard University.

Figure 20:  View of the area excavated by Morss in 1928. Unpublished photo-

graph courtesy of the Peabody Museum, Harvard University.
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which lay a hemispherical bed of fine ash [see

Figure 19]. Under this was an older cist.

The adjoining Cists 7 and 8 were under the

floor. Cists 6, 9 and 10 were at about the same

level, but as no definite floor existed at this point,

their relationship to the other structures was less

certain. Cist 11 was beyond the building and a

foot or so 

higher than the others, owing to the rise of

the ground toward the western end of the cave.

Every cist had a flat stone floor with the exception

of No. 2, which had no floor at all.

To summarize: above 3 1/2 feet of occupa-

tion rubble is a level containing several cists. After

these had fallen into disuse and had filled up, a

wooden structure (or structures) was erected, con-

taining a large  divided bin, sunk into the floor,

and a fireplace. This was destroyed by fire, causing

the roof to collapse, and the cave was occupied

thereafter for a sufficient period to allow 2 more

feet of rubbish to accumulate.”

There was no demarcation of cultural levels

on the basis of specimens found. Plain ware sherds,

flints, metates, manos, corncobs, bones, horns and

hair of deer and mountain sheep, and bits of

dressed skin and of string were found at all levels

above the bottom of the cists.  Whole pieces of pot-

tery were found below the floor level as follows: a

black-on-white bowl low down between Cists 3 and

4; two large plain ware vessels cached side by side,

upside down, between Cists 1 and 4; two small,

plain jars similarly placed between Cists 1 and 5;

a small corrugated jar and a seed-jar, similarly in-

verted, at the east end of Cist 8, and probably from

a level corresponding, a small pitcher between Cists

9 and 10. The seed jar lay on a nest of three shal-

low baskets. Unfortunately, this was the one spot

which seepage through the back of the cave ren-

dered comparatively damp and the baskets were so

rotted that only fragments could be preserved by

the application of shellac.

Among other objects under the floor between

Cist 1 and Post A were a mountain sheep horn, a

small buffer, a small basket, a reed mat, and a

pair of moccasins. Parts of several arrow and frag-

ments of basketry were found between floor and

roof. From the back of the cave came two bundles

of string snares, the hearth for a fire drill, and

other objects.

The deep trench was only carried down to the

bottom at the front of the built over area [see Fig-

ure 20], as the paucity of material in the lower

strata did not seem to justify destroying the cists,

particularly in view of the fact that they had

aroused considerable interest locally and are com-

paratively accessible to visitors. At the completion of

the excavation, therefore, the cut was partly filled in

to guard against their collapse, and a rude frame-

work was erected, over which the roof beams and

wickerwork were laid as nearly as possible in their

original position. A section of the bark thatching

was also replaced [Morss 1931:17-22].

Based on the excavations conducted at this site

(as well as others in the vicinity of the Fremont River),

Morss identified the prehistoric inhabitants of the region

as similar to but different from then known southwest-

ern archaeological complexes, stating that a number of

cultural traits identify them as a Southwestern tradition

on an approximately Basketmaker III level, “but which

showed consistently a degree of divergence from cor-

responding features of orthodox cultures” (Morss 1931:

iv). These excavations provided the hallmark material

traits list still used today to differentiate the Fremont

from other contemporaneous groups in Utah and the

Southwest. These include distinctive plain-gray pottery,

exclusive use of a unique type of moccasin, unbaked clay

figurines, and one-rod-and-bundle basketry (Morss

1931; Madsen 1989).

During a CPAA research visit to the Peabody

Museum, a collection of at least 22 photographs from

the 1928 excavations of Fish Creek Cove were identified

(eight were published in Morss’ monograph). These in-

cluded views of at least three slab-lined cists (no clear

identification of the cist number is indicated), of col-

lected groundstone tools, and an adobe floor feature,

among others. These images constitute Figures 21 to 25. 

Although excavated  and described in some de-

tail (for 1928), Fish Creek Cove was not investigated by

subsequent generations of archaeologists in any depth.
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Figure 21: Adobe floored feature at Site 11. Unpublished photo

courtesty of the Peabody Museum, Harvard University.

Figure 22: Collection of groundstone tools from Site 11.

Unpublished photo courtesy of the Peabody Museum.

Figure 23:  Unspecified cist excavated at Site 11. Un-

published photo courtesy of the Peabody Museum, 

Harvard University.

Figure 24:  Unspecified cist excavated at Site 11.  Un-

published photo courtesy of the Peabody Museum, 

Harvard University.

Figure 25: Unspecified cist excavated at Site 11. Un-

published photo courtesy of the Peabody Museum, 

Harvard University.
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The rock art was briefly described by both Schaafsma

(1971) and Castleton (1984). A permanent Smithsonian

trinomial site number was assigned to the site in 1973

when BLM archaeologists Paul G. Boos and Richard E.

Fike briefly described the site (Boos and Fike 1973). And

the BLM has generated periodic monitoring reports of

various incidents of vandalism over the years. This re-

port constitutes the first substantial attempt since 1928

to describe cultural resources at Fish Creek Cove.

Survey Methods and Results

Standard archaeological survey methods (Ban-

ning 2002) were employed, in which systematic parallel

pedestrian transects spaced 15 meters apart were

walked. When an artifact or cultural feature was located,

the survey crew intensively examined the area around

the item to a distance of approximately 30 to 50 meters

to determine whether it should be recorded as a site or

as an isolated occurrence (IO). The definition of a site

follows Thomas and Bettinger (1976:271) as “any dis-

crete locality (e.g., a segment of a ridge, a clearing, a sad-

dle, etc.) containing more than one category of artifacts

or features (e.g., points, ceramics, house rings), or more

than one representation of any category of features or

artifacts, this category requiring at least 10 examples to

qualify as a site.” All other cultural manifestations not

meeting these criteria were designated as isolated occur-

rences. In some instances, single features or rock art im-

ages were recorded as individual sites. 

Site information was recorded on appropriate

Intermountain Antiquity Computer System (IMACS)

forms according to the most recent IMACS Users

Guidebook (1992) stipulations. Site locations were plot-

ted on the appropriate 7.5 minute USGS topographic

map. The site sketch maps show the location of the site

boundary, site datum, cultural features, artifact concen-

trations, linear features, topographic features, artifact

inventory areas, trees and diagnostic artifacts. All sites

were photographed using 35 millimeter cameras with

color print film. Additionally, site sketch map informa-

tion was collected using a Trimble GPS receiver.  

In general, all artifacts on a site were pin-

flagged, site boundaries established, site forms filled

out, site maps produced and artifact inventories

recorded. In order to maintain consistency and control

during recording, as well as to aid in the documentation,

description and identification of relationships between

observed phenomena, the Utah Feature System was em-

ployed to record all information. This concept allows a

researcher the ability to assign a number to any phe-

nomenon, make descriptive notations about that phe-

nomenon without providing premature interpretation,

and ultimately provide interpretive definition and iden-

tification for what has been encountered once all of the

data is available. If more than 500 artifacts were esti-

mated to be present on the surface of a site (such as at

site 42Wn503), an inventory of judgmentally placed rep-

resentative sample areas was performed.  Diagnostic ar-

tifacts, groundstone, cultural features, and tools were

plotted individually with a GPS unit. Diagnostic artifacts

are defined as those for which a cultural chronology has

been established and can be used to establish a period of

use. All diagnostic artifacts located during the course of

these surveys were described in the field and left in-situ. 

Each site identified was also evaluated by ap-

plying the criteria outlined in the Code of Federal Regula-

tions, Title 36, Part 60.4, which states:

The quality of significance in American history, ar-

chitecture, archaeology, engineering, and culture is present in

districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess in-

tegrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feel-

ing, and association, and: 

A. that are associated with events

that have made a significant contribu-

tion to the broad patterns of our history;

or

B. that are associated with the 

lives of persons significant in our past; 

or

C. that embody the distinctive 

characteristic of a type, period, or 

method of construction, or that represents

the work of a master, or that possess high

artistic values or that represents a signif

icant and distinguishable entity whose 

components may lack individual 

distinction; 

or 

D. that have yielded, or may be 

likely to yield information important 

in prehistory or history.
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Figure 26:  Location of sites documented during the course of the 2009 surveys of Fish Creek Cove.
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Three previously undocumented cultural sites

were located and recorded during the course of this sur-

vey: one open campsite, one open lithic scatter, and a

sheltered rock art site. Additionally, two previously

recorded sites (42Wn503 and 42Wn504) were re-doc-

umented in order to bring documentation to modern

archaeological standards. Seven additional prehistoric

and historic sites were located during the surveys, but

were not recorded due to time constraints. The location

of the documented sites is indicated in Figure 26. 

42Wn503

As discussed above, this site is one of the most

significant archaeological sites in the state of Utah, in

large part because of its influential role in the emer-

gence of the concept of the Fremont Culture. As de-

scribed by Morss, it originally featured numerous

storage features and a roof superstructure. Upon revis-

iting the site in 2009, surface evidence was limited to

eight rock art panels containing hundreds of images, as

well as thousands of lithics, ceramics, groundstone, or-

ganics, faunal remains and charcoal-stained sediments

covering an area roughly 4,000 square meters (Figure

27). In addition to the surveys, an intensive mapping

project was undertaken at 42Wn503 prior to the survey

and testing of the site. The surface area of the site was

mapped with a Sokkia Total Station to obtain a precise

representation of the topography of the site as well as

to delineate and obtain provenience data for the site

boundaries and any surface features (see Figure 28). 

Due to the size of the site and large number

of artifacts visible on the surface, a 1-by-1 meter

square judgmentally placed representative artifact in-

ventory unit was randomly placed in the center of the

site. All surface artifacts within this area were cata-

loged. These included 126 pieces of lithic detritus, five

metate fragments, 200 to 300 pieces of burned and

heavily processed animal bone, 73 pieces of fire-

cracked rock and 14 grayware ceramic potsherds.

Based on this catalog, the midden area at Fish Creek

Cove exhibits 400 to 500 artifacts per square meter

on the site surface alone.

In addition to this inventory unit, other arti-

facts observed during the recording process include four

corncobs, Kayenta Orange ceramic potsherds, numer-

ous bifaces, manos, metates and organic material. In the

central portion of the site, directly below the painted

Figure 27:  View to (ca.) east of the midden area at 42Wn503 prior to ground disturbance. Red flags denote lithic

debitage concentrations, blue flags denote potsherds and yellow flags denote groundstone tools. 
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Figure 28:  Site map of the Fish Creek Cove Site (42Wn503), created with Sokkia Total Station.
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“elk” images and roughly 2.9 meters away from the cliff

face, a buried pinyon post protrudes through the sandy

surface a height of 13.6 centimeters above the present

surface. A 1/2-inch diameter core sample was extracted

from this for dendrochronological analysis.

During the course of limited testing here,

more than 2,300 artifacts were recovered and are now

curated at the Utah Museum of Natural History at the

University of Utah. Items include 18 ceramic potsherds,

12 groundstone items, five projectile points, 23 bifaces,

731 pieces of lithic debitage, three battered implements

(hammerstones), more than 1,100 animal bones, six

beads (stone, bone and shell), 77 corncobs, four corn

kernels, 16 wooden artifacts, 12 gourd fragments, two

basketry fragments, and two possible figurines made of

twisted hair and vegetal matter. A detailed description

of these items is presented in the Artifacts section of this

report. The rock art panels at this site are discussed in

the Rock Art section.

The presence of charcoal-stained sediments

eroding from sandy deposits suggests the potential for

buried deposits.  As such, this site is recommended as

eligible under Criterion D in that remaining intact de-

posits have significant potential to contribute important

understandings of Archaic hunter-gatherers and/or Fre-

mont farmer-foragers north of the Colorado River. The

potential for subsurface deposits here could contribute

to temporal perspectives, a broader understanding of

the exploitation of local resources and the nature of

land-use patterning in the Fremont River area in pre-

historic times. The relationship of this site to others in

the area could contribute information related to settle-

ment patterns, land-use patterns, seasonal mobility of

farmer-forager populations, subsistence, socioeconomic

interactions with groups in other areas, storage strate-

gies and temporal relationships to better-known adap-

tations elsewhere in the region and greater northern

Colorado Plateau. 

This site may also be eligible under both Cri-

teria C and D in that the rock art, while lacking indi-

vidual distinction, is nonetheless significant and

distinguishable inasmuch as the images and motifs are

part of a larger catalog considered unique to the region.

The rock art found in the area demonstrates a consis-

tency in form, a level of skill in its creation and knowl-

edge about specific construction techniques that are

evident over broad geographic areas. Consequently, a

study of rock art could reveal important insights into

prehistoric societies in which the individuals who cre-

ated these images were privileged or influential, and that

the presence of these images may reflect an institution-

alized system of religious attitudes, beliefs and practices.

The existence of rock art images in their relative con-

texts could also yield information important in deter-

mining the meaning, purpose and function of these

various images, including why it was created, how it in-

tegrated preliterate societies, how it reflected ideolog-

ical beliefs or practices, and how these ideological

concepts varied or remained consistent across time and

space, which could also offer important clues as to eth-

nicity. In particular these images offer clues as to spatial

and temporal relationships between prehistoric and his-

toric populations, as well as insights into aboriginal

communication and ceremonialism.

This site is also recommended as eligible under

Criterion B in that it is associated with an individual of

national and regional importance, in particular Noel

Morss of the Peabody Museum at Harvard University.

Morss’ excavations here in 1928 provided the frame-

work for the Fremont Culture concept still utilized by

archaeologists throughout the state of Utah, and the sig-

nificance of these excavations on the history of archae-

ology of the West cannot be understated.

42Wn504

This site consists of two red painted images

and a series of sharpening grooves at the base of a sand-

stone cliff face in a small alcove that is roughly 200 me-

ters east of the prominent rock art panels at Fish Creek

Cove (Boos and Fike 1973). The rock art encompasses

an area roughly 3 meters wide and 91 centimeters high.

The site was first documented by BLM archaeologists

Paul G. Boos and Richard F. Fike in 1973. No artifacts

or evidence of looting or vandalism were observed at

that time, nor in 2009.

Two sets of vertical grooves (sharpening) are

located on the lowest sandstone face. The first set of

grooves contains six individual, vertical grooves cover-

ing an area 41 centimeters wide and reaching a maxi-

mum height of 20 centimeters. A second set of seven

vertical grooves is found 2.4 meters to the east (right),

on the same, lower sandstone surface. These are found
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in an area 21.6 centimeters wide by 11.4 centimeters

high and immediately below the red painted images.

Directly above the eastern grooves at 86.4

centimeters are three figures executed with a red pig-

ment. The first two are vertical red lines that parallel

each other and may be remnants of the trapezoidal out-

line of an anthropomorph (Figure 29). The sandstone

surface has eroded away in what appears to be the cen-

ter of an anthropomorphic body. Immediately east of

this figure is a second, non-descript image, also exe-

cuted in a red pigment.

This site may be eligible for inclusion in the

NRHP under both Criteria C and D in that the rock art,

while lacking individual distinction, is nonetheless sig-

nificant and distinguishable inasmuch as the images and

motifs are part of a larger catalog considered unique to

the region. The rock art found in the area demonstrates

a consistency in form, a level of skill in its creation and

knowledge about specific construction techniques that

are evident over broad geographic areas. Consequently,

a study of rock art could reveal important insights into

prehistoric societies in which the individuals who cre-

ated these images were privileged or influential, and that

the presence of these images may reflect an institution-

alized system of religious attitudes, beliefs and practices.

The existence of rock art images in their relative con-

texts could also yield information important in deter-

mining the meaning, purpose and function of these

various images, including why it was created, how it in-

tegrated preliterate societies, how it reflected ideolog-

ical beliefs or practices, and how these ideological

concepts varied or remained consistent across time and

space, which could also offer important clues as to eth-

nicity. In particular, these images offer clues as to spatial

and temporal relationships between prehistoric and his-

toric populations, as well as insights into aboriginal

communication and ceremonialism.

42Wn2861

Site 42Wn2861 consists of a fairly light and

dispersed scatter of lithic detritus and one metate frag-

ment that were found on a sandy slope and eroding

down slope to an ephemeral north-trending drainage

(Figure 30). This site covers an area 44 meters north-

south by 33 meters east-west and may be associated with

another site located above and on a relatively broad

bench area roughly 40 meters to the south. This upper

bench area was not investigated due to time constraints.

Lithic debitage was comprised of 36 flakes de-

rived from chert, quartzite, chalcedony and agate. All

but two of the flakes were Tertiary Middle Stage (biface

thinning) reduction flakes. The two other flakes were

Tertiary Early Stage reduction specimens. One slab-

type, portable metate fragment was found during

recording. It was a light-colored basalt specimen meas-

Figure 29:  Red pictographs at 42Wn504. Figure 30:  View of lithic scatter at 42Wn2861.

Figure 31:  Biface stone tools observed at 42Wn2861.
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uring 12.2 by 8.6 by 4.3 centimeters that had been in-

tentionally shaped and ground.  It has a grinding surface

that was pecked and ground. Also observed were a frag-

ment of a bifacially flaked drill and a small side-noted

point (Figure 31).

Artifacts are eroding down slope from an un-

known location and appear to be secondary deposits,

perhaps from a site located 40 meters to the south and

above. There is little potential for remaining deposits

beyond what was observed at the time of recording and

the site is unlikely to provide additional data beyond

what is documented on the IMACS site form. It has

therefore been evaluated as not significant and not eligi-

ble for inclusion in the NRHP. However, if this site is part

of a larger, as yet undocumented site above, this site

should be re-evaluated for National Register eligibility. 

42Wn2862

This site consists of a small pictograph panel

on the north side of a small shelter about 4 meters above

the sand flats and about 70 meters west of an unnamed

dry wash. The panel consists of two painted images cov-

ering an area 40 centimeters wide by 24 centimeters

high, within a natural shelter in the Navajo Sandstone

(Figure 32).  The sheltered area measures 1.4 meters

wide, is 1.2 meters from the drip-line to the back wall,

and is 55 centimeters from the floor to the ceiling. There

is a thin layer of aeolian sand on small bench in front of

the shelter, but the interior of the shelter is mostly sand-

stone bedrock. The first figure is a Fremont-style trape-

zoidal anthropomorph and the second a hand-like

figure. Both are executed in a reddish-orange pigment.

This site may be eligible for inclusion in the

NRHP under both Criteria C and D in that the rock art,

while lacking individual distinction, is significant and

distinguishable inasmuch as the images and motifs are

part of a larger catalog considered unique to the region.

The rock art found in the area demonstrates a consis-

tency in form, a level of skill in its creation and knowl-

edge about specific construction techniques that are

evident over broad geographic areas.  Consequently, a

study of rock art could reveal important insights into

prehistoric societies in which the individuals who cre-

ated these images were privileged or influential, and that

the presence of these images may reflect an institution-

alized system of religious attitudes, beliefs and practices.

The existence of rock art images in their relative con-

texts could also yield information important in deter-

mining the meaning, purpose and function of these

various images, including why it was created, how it in-

tegrated preliterate societies, how it reflected ideolog-

ical beliefs or practices, and how these ideological

concepts varied or remained consistent across time and

space, which could also offer important clues as to eth-

nicity.  In particular these images offer clues as to spatial

and temporal relationships between prehistoric and his-

toric populations, as well as insights into aboriginal

communication and ceremonialism.

42Wn2863

Site 42Wn2863 consists of a dispersed and

fairly expansive scattering of lithic, ceramic and ground-

stone artifacts with fire-cracked rock and charcoal-

stained sediments eroding from semi-stabilized sand

dunes into an ephemeral south-to-north drainage in the

sagebrush flats in the southwestern portion of Fish

Creek Cove. The site encompasses an area roughly 130

meters east-west by 30 meters north-south. No artifacts

were observed on the sage flats, but rather all were ex-

posed in the walls and channel of the drainage.

The majority of artifacts are concentrated into

two distinct clusters, delineating the southern and north-

ern limits of the site, although artifacts are found scat-

tered along the entire length of the drainage. The first

concentration is found at the southern end of the site,

eroding out of sandy deposits on the north side of a large

ephemeral drainage that runs west to east, about 1 meter

below the present ground surface of the sagebrush flat

that surrounds the site. This concentration consists of

lithic detritus, ceramic potsherds, a one-hand mano, aFigure 32:  Red pictographs at 42Wn2862.
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Figure 33:  View of the drainage bisecting Concentration 1 (foreground) and Concentration 2

(background). Red flags denote lithics, blue flags denote potsherds and yellow flags denote

groundstone tools.

Figure 34:  View to the east of Concentration 2 eroding from the cut-bank. Red flags denote

lithics, blue flags denote potsherds and yellow flags denote groundstone tools.
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Rose Springs Corner-notched projectile point, a Cot-

tonwood Triangular projectile point, two spent cores and

abundant charcoal-stained sediments (Figure 33).

The second concentration is found at the

northern end of the site, eroding out of the south bank

of the drainage (Figure 34). This cluster contains mostly

ceramic body sherds and charcoal-stained sediments, al-

though a few pieces of lithic debitage and one Stage 4

biface fragment were observed. Like the concentration

to the east, artifacts and stained sediments are eroding

out of sandy deposits about one meter below the present

surface of the sage flat.

Lithic detritus made up the largest component

of the assemblage with 61 pieces of debitage, dominated

by the Tertiary Middle Stage (biface thinning flakes) re-

duction flakes. Toolstone material consisted of chert,

quartzite, metaquartzite and chalcedony of a variety of

colors and qualities.  Five formal lithic tools were found

during recording (Figure 35).  These items consisted of

two bifaces, one Cottonwood Triangular projectile point,

one mano and one Rose Springs Corner-notched pro-

jectile point. The first biface was a translucent chalcedony

Stage 4 knife base fragment measuring 2.6 by 2.2 by 0.4

centimeters. The second biface was another Stage 4 frag-

ment derived from white-yellow-red metaquartzite and

measuring 2.9 by 1.7 by 0.5 centimeters.  

Two projectile points, both of which were

complete specimens, were found on site. The Cotton-

wood Triangular point, derived from a tan colored chert,

measured 2.6 by 1.4 by 0.5 centimeters. The second

point was a Rose Springs Corner-notched specimen, also

derived from a tan colored chert.  This point measured

2.1 by 0.9 by 0.1 centimeters, exhibiting characteristics

commonly referred to as “bird points.” One basalt mano

was also found. This item measured 14.2 by 8.5 by 3.4

centimeters and exhibited a ground, pecked, and shaped

surface. Six other groundstone items, too fragmentary

to ascribe a specific function to, were also found. Thirty-

three ceramic sherds were observed, scattered through-

out the site.  All of these items were Fremont Grayware

varieties. Only two fragments contained diagnostic at-

tributes: a Snake Valley Black-on-gray body sherd and a

Snake Valley grayware bowl rim sherd.

Charcoal-stained sediments exposed on the

edges of the ephemeral drainage strongly suggest the po-

tential for buried cultural deposits. It is highly likely that

the stained sediments are associated with either buried

hearth features or special use surfaces located on the sage-

brush flats. Ceramic and lithic evidence is consistent with

a Fremont occupation. As such, this site is recommended

as eligible for inclusion in the NRHP under Criterion D

in that remaining intact deposits have significant potential

to contribute important understandings of Fremont

farmer-foragers north of the Colorado River. The rela-

tionship of this site to others in the area could contribute

information related to settlement patterns, land-use pat-

terns, seasonal mobility of farmer-forager populations,

subsistence, socioeconomic interactions with groups in

other areas, storage strategies and temporal relationships

to better-known adaptations elsewhere in the region and

greater northern Colorado Plateau.

Isolated Occurrences

A single Isolated Occurrence (IO) was found

during this project. This item was isolated from any cul-

tural context and did not meet the definition of a cul-

tural site as used in this report.  It was a white chert

Stage 5 triangular biface. It measures 4.2 centimeters

long, 1.9 centimeters wide at the base, and is 0.7 cen-

timeters thick. It has a domed ridge running down the

Figure 35:  Representative examples of bifacially flaked

tools observed at 42Wn2863.
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center. This artifact was found roughly at 464004 meters

East and 4231559 meters North (NAD 27).

Testing Methods and Results

The investigations reported here were con-

ducted as part of a limited testing and eligibility eval-

uation plan designed to examine the potential for

buried cultural deposits in order to make a better eval-

uation for NHRP eligibility. Ground disturbing activ-

ities were carried out under terms of a standard survey

permit, with the caveat that excavation would cease

once intact subsurface cultural deposits and/or fea-

tures were encountered.   

In order to maintain consistency and control

during this project, as well as to aid in the documenta-

tion, description and identification of relationships be-

tween observed phenomena, the Feature System was

employed to record all information. The feature system

was developed by Jesse D. Jennings and has been used

by the University of Utah for more than thirty years

(Antiquities Section, Utah Division of State History

Field Manual; The University of Utah Archaeological

Center Laboratory Manual). This concept allows a re-

searcher the ability to assign a number to any phenom-

enon, make descriptive notations about that

phenomenon without providing premature interpreta-

tion, and ultimately provide interpretive definition and

identification for what has been encountered once all of

the data is available. Field notes, field specimen logs,

plan maps, profile maps and photographs were utilized

to describe and provenience all objects and features.     

Since the stratigraphic sequences of deposition

of the area was unknown prior to excavation, and in

order to maintain vertical control and to adequately de-

scribe, define and identify the associations of artifacts,

features, sequences of strata and intrusive (or non-cul-

tural) elements, excavation was conducted in arbitrary

10-centimeter increments. The exposed sediment pro-

files of the abutting walls were photographed, sketched,

and documented in the Feature 1 (F-1) notes.   

All sediments were removed by hand in the

search for subsurface cultural materials. All test units

were oriented along a north-south trending axis and laid

out using compass lines for angle and tape measures for

distance. Geographic coordinates were obtained from

the northeast corner of each of the units with a handheld

Geographic Positioning System (GPS) receiver, using

the North American Datum of 1927 (NAD 27). All ex-

cavated units were defined horizontally and the surface

level and each 10 centimeter level assigned a feature

number. All excavated units were plotted on a site map,

photographs were taken, profile sketches drawn and

sediment descriptions were obtained. A portion of each

unit was chosen to be profiled and drawn, based on the

relative clarity of individual sediments. Because of the

varied integrity of the sediments of the excavation units,

no standard procedure was used for drawing the same

wall or aspect in each trench. All excavated units were

lined with plastic sheeting and re-filled upon completion

of excavation.

All excavated sediment was passed through

one-eighth inch wire mesh screen to ensure that

smaller artifacts such as fragmented faunal materials

and micro debitage would not escape our attention. All

retrieved artifacts were bagged and labeled according

to horizontal and vertical location, and were trans-

ported to the archaeology laboratory at the Antiquities

Section of the Utah Division of State History in Salt

Lake City for analysis.

Sediment Descriptions

The sediments in the excavated areas consist

of aeolian and alluvial deposits of silty sand. Standard

geomorphic methods of sediment identification and de-

scription (cf. Birkeland et al. 1991) were performed and

Munsell Soil Charts were used for assistance in descrip-

tion and to provide standardized sediment colors (Mun-

sell Color 2000). Three primary sediment types

constituting two distinguishable layers were observed

in the excavation units. These were differentiated by

color, composition and levels of compactness.  In a few

instances, small pockets of sediments deviating from the

primary types were encountered.  In those instances,

the differences were noted in the Feature 1 notes, and

are described in the appropriate manner in the respec-

tive locations in the Excavation Units section below. Ar-

tifacts were encountered in all excavated sediments and

at all depths. Because of the small number of units ex-

cavated during this project, only further research can

provide a more thorough understanding of the geomor-

phology of the area.
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Stratum I: Stratum I consists of the upper-

most layer of mostly wind-loaded sediment comprised

of a light ta- to-brown colored (Munsell 10 YR 6/2),

loosely compacted and easily collapsible, poorly sorted

but silty sand with few inclusions.  

Stratum II: Stratum II is composed of a

medium brown (Munsell 10 YR 5/2), loosely com-

pacted, often “blocky” and easily collapsible coarse-

grained quartz sand. These deposits vary from roughly

four centimeters to an unknown thickness across the

site (the lower limits of this sediment were not reached

in any of the units).  

Stratum III: Stratum III consists of a dark

gray (Munsell 10 YR 5/1), coarse-grained, charcoal-

stained quartz based sand layer with charcoal-based and

flecked inclusions. These sediments are clearly cultural

in origin, appearing in different depths and locations

across the site.

Excavation Units

The primary objectives of these investigations

were to (1) ascertain the presence of any buried cultural

features and (2) to make a determination of the presence

of buried cultural deposits that would be vulnerable to

degradation through continued site visitation. Cultural

materials were encountered in all five test units, and a

cultural feature was encountered in one of the units that

we anticipate might be a structure initially exposed by

Noel Morss in 1928 (see Dendrochronology section for

details and results). Sediments were fairly homoge-

neous, consisting of silty sand, and sand in aeolian and

alluvial deposits. Fluvial activity was encountered in the

lowest level of Test Unit 1 (Feature 2) where stream-de-

posited gravels were observed at 50 centimeters below

the present ground surface (centimeters bpgs).  The en-

tire area surrounding site 42Wn503, including the area

along the face of the cliff, consists primarily of semi-sta-

bilized sand dunes.

Hand excavation of five 1-by-1 meter test

units was conducted at site 42Wn503. More than

2,300 subsurface artifacts were encountered in the ex-

cavated units, consisting of lithic tools, debitage, ce-

ramics, processed animal bone, beads, basketry,

groundstone, fire-cracked rock (FCR) and organic ma-

terials. The maximum depth of subsurface cultural ma-

terials varied, from roughly 50 centimeters below

present ground surface (bpgs) in four of the five units

(Features 2, 3, 15 and 32) to 70 centimeters bpgs at

Feature 16 (Test Unit 4).

Excavation units were placed along the base of

the cliff in areas containing surface artifacts and char-

coal-stained sediments indicative of cultural activity, on

a roughly east-west trending axis extending the entire

the length of 42Wn503, as well as at two locations along

the access trail that leads from the parking area to the

site. These were chosen to obtain an adequate sample of

any possible subsurface deposits.  Each unit was estab-

lished using the four cardinal directions aligned to mag-

netic north, with a base datum for each unit in the

northeast corner. Each unit was laid out with four 12-

inch galvanized spikes set in the sediments to mark the

four corners. String was then wrapped from spike to

spike in order to lay out the square grid and guide ex-

cavation. A line was scribed in the surface sediments

with a flat-head shovel, parallel to the sides of the fea-

ture. All unit locations were intuitively selected based

on the presence of minor-to-moderate surface sediment

discoloration that ranged from light brown to dark gray.

Artifacts observed on the surface of all unit areas in-

cluded lithic detritus, ceramic potsherds, animal bone,

fragmented groundstone and FCR.

The location of each test unit was mapped and

referenced from a metal rebar datum placed at this lo-

cation during the mapping portion of the present proj-

ect. This datum is located on a low, sandy flat area in the

southwestern portion of the site approximately 37 me-

ters from the cliff face, at an aspect of 143 degrees. The

rebar datum, which served as the primary datum for

test excavations at this site, is located at 463972 meters

East and 4231461 meters North (NAD27), at an eleva-

tion of 7,277 feet amsl. All measurements and location

information at this site are based on distances from the

rebar datum, herein referred to as the primary datum.

Test Unit 1. Test Unit 1 was a 1-by-1 meter

unit (Feature 2) positioned in the center of the access

trail from the parking area to the rock art panels at

42Wn503, about 20.4 meters west of Drainage 1 (Fig-

ure 36). It was placed at the highest point of the path

between Drainages 1 and 2, in an area that is mostly

level and shows a moderate amount of carbon staining

on the surface. The area is free of vegetation and features

compacted sandy sediments with a thin scatter of small

gravel-to-pebble sized sandstone and basalt inclusions
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Figure 36:  Area map indicating the location of  Test Units 1 and 2.
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(Figure 37). Surface artifacts were absent around this

unit. This unit was laid out on a magnetic north-south

axis, with UTM coordinates in the center of the unit of

464058 meters East and 4231440 meters North, at an

elevation of 7,248 feet amsl.  

All sediments consisted of a pale brown to

light-tan colored, poorly sorted sand that overlaid a de-

posit of stream-laid gravels. This unit was excavated to

a maximum depth of 50 centimeters bpgs. Ninety-two

artifacts were recovered during the excavation of this

unit, including 36 lithic flakes, a biface fragment, 50

pieces of  FCR, four pieces of animal bone and a .22 cal-

iber shell casing. Excavation was terminated at 50 cen-

timeters bpgs based on professional judgment that the

presence of stream deposited gravels and the absence of

artifacts at that level minimized the possibility of deeper

buried deposits.  

Sediments in this test unit were fairly coarse-

grained and poorly sorted. The upper 2 centimeters of

the first excavation level (Feature 4 in Feature 2) con-

sisted of very loose and poorly sorted sand that became

more compacted at roughly 2.5 centimeters bpgs.

Below 2 centimeters, sediments became more com-

pacted and contained less pebble and gravel inclusions.

A small concentration of charcoal was noted in the

southwest corner, likely the result of a small surface fire.

The root zone of the surface vegetation was found to be

primarily in this level, varying to 3 to 5 centimeters

bpgs, but with sporadic root flares to 50 centimeters

bpgs. Sediment color was light tan to medium brown

(Munsell 10 YR 5/3). Due to the poorly consol-

idated sediments, evidence of bioturbation was

not evident. Five pieces of FCR, seven pieces of

animal bone, eight lithic flakes and a .22 caliber

shell casing were recovered during screening.

The second sediment layer excavated

(10 to 20 centimeters bpgs) consisted of the same

medium brown, poorly sorted sand (Munsell 10

YR 4.5/3), becoming more compacted as the ex-

cavation proceeded deeper. Pebble inclusions vir-

tually disappeared in this level.  Root flares from

the surface scattering of sagebrush plants, how-

ever, were abundant. Several stream deposited

pebbles were observed in the northeast corner of

the unit. Several pockets of light tan colored

(Munsell 10 YR 7/3) sand with few inclusions

were observed several times during the removal of this

level, and appeared more silty in content. Two rodent

burrows were encountered that extended downward

into the next level. In addition, a circular “wet” spot was

visible in the center of the unit at 20 centimeters bpgs.

Four lithic flakes, 15 pieces of FCR and ten pieces of an-

imal bone were recovered from this level. 

The next level excavated in this unit (20 to 30

centimeters bpgs) is identical in composition to the 10

centimeter level above: medium brown colored (Mun-

sell 10 YR 5/3) sand with small areas of light colored

(Munsell 10 YR 7/3) silty sand.  Numerous burned root

flares of the surface vegetation, as well as rodent bur-

rows, extend to the 30-centimeter level. No pebbles or

gravels were noted in this level. The center of the unit

still exhibits a wet look and feel, possibly the result of

water percolating through the sediments from recent

rains. Two pieces of lithic debitage and three pieces of

FCR were recovered during screening.

Excavation in the 30 to 40 centimeters bpgs

level (Feature 10 in Feature 2) encountered the same

types of sediments as those in the previous two levels:

medium brown colored (Munsell 10 YR 5/3) sand with

small areas of light colored (Munsell 10 YR 7/3) silty

sand. Toward the bottom of this level, what appeared to

be stream deposited gravels were concentrated along

the western half of the unit. Sediments appear wet

throughout the unit. Abundant root flares were noted,

as were small concentrations of charcoal along what ap-

pear to be root traces, throughout the unit.  An orange

Figure 37:  View to the northwest of Test Unit 1 prior to ground distur-

bance. The main site is located at the base of the cliff in background.
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colored (Munsell 2.5 YR 5/8), powdery substance was

encountered in the northwest corner of the unit

roughly 38 centimeters bpgs, possibly representing an

iron deposit in the sediment. Eight lithic flakes, 20

pieces of FCR and several gastropod shells were recov-

ered during excavation.

The final level excavated in Feature 2 (40 to

50 centimeters bpgs) exhibited an abundance of what

appeared to be stream deposited cobbles, pebbles, and

gravels at 50 centimeters bpgs. Some charcoal flecks

were found intermixed with these elements. Sedi-

ments throughout consisted of the same medium

brown (Munsell 10 YR 5/3) sand and small areas of

light colored (Munsell 10 YR 7/3) silty sand that were

wet to the touch. A high organic content was also

noted throughout this level. It appeared to be either a

relict channel of an ephemeral and intermittent

drainage, or a location that is occasionally exposed and

actively drains the higher portions of the surrounding

area. The excavation was halted at 50 centimeters bpgs

(Figure 38). Due to the deposition and re-deposition

of stones, sediments, and organic materials, it is un-

likely that any of the artifacts encountered are in pri-

mary context. Artifacts recovered include a brown

chert Stage 4 biface, seven pieces of lithic detritus and

seven pieces of FCR.   

Test Unit 2. Test Unit 2 (Feature 3) was a 1-

by-1 meter unit located on the north side of the access

trail leading from the parking area to the rock art panels

at site 42Wn503, 17 meters west of Drainage 1 (see

Figure 39; see also Figure 36 above). It was roughly 3.35

meters east of Test Unit 1 (Feature 2) and oriented on a

magnetic north-south axis. The geographic position

(UTM coordinates) obtained from the northwest corner

of the unit were 464067 meters East and 4231437 me-

ters North, with an elevation of 7,249 feet amsl.

The location of the unit is on a gentle, slightly

east-trending slope (about 2 degrees) that begins at Test

Unit 1 and extends to Drainage 1 to the east below the

parking area.  In order to minimize the impact and vis-

ibility of the excavations here, this unit was positioned

on the northern edge of the access trail and extending

to the north into a cut-bank that marks the edge of a

Figure 38:  View of Test Unit 1 at 50 centimeters bpgs.
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semi-stabilized dune field. The area is vegetated with

low sage and various native bunch-type grasses. This area

was chosen for the dark, charcoal-stained sediment that

was eroding from the bank. Surface sediments can gen-

erally be characterized as consisting of tan-to-medium

brown colored (Munsell 10 YR 5/3), poorly sorted

quartzitic sand with a light scattering of pea-to-pebble

sized pieces of sandstone and basalt. Although sediments

exhibit a charcoal-stained color (Munsell 10 YR 5/1),

charcoal was not observed. The charcoal-stained col-

oration may be the result of high-intensity surface fires.

This unit was excavated to a maximum depth of 50 cen-

timeters bpgs. Twenty-six artifacts were recovered during

the excavation of this unit, including 12 lithic flakes, a bi-

face fragment, eight pieces of fire-cracked rock (FCR), a

quartzite slab-type metate fragment, a basalt mano frag-

ment, two pieces of animal bone and a .22 caliber shell

casing. Excavation was terminated at 50 centimeters bpgs

based on professional judgment that the presence of

stream deposited gravels and absence of artifacts mini-

mizes the possibility of deeper buried deposits.  

As excavations removed sediments from the

cut-bank, only a small portion was removed with each

10 centimeter level to maintain even-depth increments.

In the first level (0 to 10 centimeters bpgs), the north-

ern 25 centimeters were removed. Sediments can be

characterized as a grayish colored (Munsell 10 YR 5/1)

loosely consolidated and easily collapsible, poorly

sorted sand. Some roots of the surface vegetation oc-

cupy this level, with a large sagebrush root in the center

of the unit. One piece of fire-cracked rock was recov-

ered from this upper level. Several pieces of charcoal

were also observed, but are consistent contextually

with a surface fire. 

The next level excavated (10 to 20 centimeters

bpgs), like that of the level above, was not excavated en-

tirely (horizontally). It extends from the north edge of

the unit to 65 centimeters to the south. Sediments con-

sisted of charcoal-stained (Munsell 10 YR 5/1), loose

and easily collapsible quartz sand with no inclusions. At

the lower end of the level (18 centimeters bpgs), sedi-

ments changed to a medium brown colored (Munsell

10 YR 5/3), poorly sorted but with more compacted

sand. Several root flares from surface vegetation were

encountered throughout the level. Four pieces of FCR

were recovered.

The third level (20 to 30 centimeters bpgs) in-

cluded the entire horizontal area of the unit in excava-

tion. Sediments in this level were very moist, clogging

the screen. The exposed surface dried to a light tan color

(Munsell 10 YR 7/3), primarily sand with a few pea-

sized gravel inclusions. These sediments were more

compacted and no longer collapsed during excavation.

Root systems of the surface vegetation were still en-

countered in the west, north and east walls of the unit.

Two basalt rocks were uncovered in the southwest cor-

ner of the unit, 17 centimeters from the east wall and

3.2 centimeters from the south wall. Artifacts consisted

of one Stage 5 chert biface fragment, five pieces of lithic

debitage, one animal bone, three pieces of basalt FCR

and one .22 caliber shell casing.

Sediments in the 30 to 40 centimeters bpgs

level consisted of medium brown (Munsell 10 YR 5/3)

sand with a few pea-sized gravel inclusions. The damp

sediments continued to clog the screens during the re-

moval of this level. Although the sediments were more

compacted in this level, they were still easy to work.

A small amount of stream deposited gravel was en-

countered, as were root flares from surface vegetation.

Two large fire-affected basalt rocks were exposed

along the south wall of the unit.  A basalt metate frag-

ment, four lithic flakes and one animal bone were re-

covered during screening.

Sediments in the final level excavated from this

unit (40 to 50 centimeters bpgs) were identical to those

from the level above: medium brown (Munsell 10 YR

5/3) quartz sand with a few pea-sized gravel inclusions.

Figure 39:  View to the southeast of Test Unit 2 prior to ground

disturbance. Note the parking area and Drainage 1 at the top

of the frame.
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The inclusions appear to derive from stream deposited

chert pebbles, but these were not as numerous or con-

centrated as those found in the lowest level of Feature

2 to the north. Sediments were moderately compacted,

with root flares from the surface vegetation diminishing.

A quartzite slab-type metate fragment and three pieces

of lithic detritus were recovered from this level.

Based on professional judgment, excavation

was halted at 50 centimeters bpgs. A clear profile of the

north wall showed a light charcoal-stained lens roughly

14 centimeters thick covering medium brown sand (Fig-

ures 39 and 40). No charcoal was observed except in

the upper 10 centimeters of the unit, indicating the pos-

Figure 41:  View of the north wall profile of  Test Unit 2 at 50 centimeters bpgs.

Figure 40:  View of  Test Unit 2 at 50 centimeters bpgs.
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sible origin was a natural surface fire. None of the arti-

facts recovered are believed to be in primary context,

but are rather secondary deposits.

Test Unit 3. Test Unit 3 (Feature 15) was a 1-

by-1 meter unit positioned roughly in the center of the

sheltered area at 42Wn503 and 54.6 meters west-north-

west of the primary datum at a bearing of 290 degrees

and adjacent to the “big elk” pictographs. It was placed

roughly in the location of the wooden superstructure ex-

cavated by Noel Morss in 1928, based on historic pho-

tographs. This unit was laid out on a magnetic

north-to-south trending axis, with an exposed pinyon

post (we initially suspected it was part of the aforemen-

tioned structure) marking the northeast corner (Figure

42). This post protrudes from the surface sediments 13.6

centimeters. The exposed portion is burned and weath-

ered to a point that we could not make a determination

as to temporal placement, or to method of modification

(e.g., saw or ax). The post measures 9.8 centimeters in

diameter and has most of its bark remaining.  

Due to the close proximity of the Navajo Sand-

stone cliff face, no UTM coordinates were obtainable.

The wooden post is located 2.87 meters from the cliff

face to the center of the post and was the northeast cor-

ner of the test unit. The northwest corner of the test unit

is 2.12 meters from the cliff face, the southwest corner

2.76 meters, and the southeast corner 3.14 meters. It is

roughly centered below the second and third painted elk

images. Making a comparison with the 1928 excavation

photos, along with visible staining on the cliff face, it ap-

peared as though the present ground surface was about

1 meter lower than at the time of the 1928 excavations.

The area features loose, aeolian silty sand in a

semi-stabilized dune environment with charcoal-stained

exposures. These surface sediments overlaid slightly

more compacted alluvial and colluvial sands along the

base of a Navajo Sandstone cliff. Surface sediments can

generally be characterized as consisting of light-tan

(Munsell 10 YR 7/3) to medium brown colored (Mun-

sell 10 YR 5/3), poorly sorted quartzitic sand with sev-

eral exposed areas of medium-to-dark gray colored

(Munsell 10 YR 5/1 and Munsell 10 YR 4/1) charcoal-

stained sediments. Abundant surface artifacts were ob-

served around this unit, consisting of lithics, ceramics,

faunal remains, FCR and corncobs. In all, 1,239 artifacts

would be collected during excavation of this unit. 

This area had been thoroughly excavated by

Morss in 1928, although he left some features partially

intact. Test excavations in 2009 revealed the presence of

artifacts and organic materials that can provide impor-

tant information related to subsistence, technology and

chronology. Our goal in this unit was to obtain datable

Figure 42:  View of  Test Unit 3 prior to surface disturbance. Note the wooden post in the upper center

frame marking the northeast corner of the unit.
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material from an area that had been fairly well described

(by 1928 standards). Having achieved this, the excava-

tion was halted at 50 centimeters bpgs.  

Excavation of the first 10 centimeter level

commenced with the collection of surface artifacts.

These items included 33 burned, non-burned and cal-

cined faunal remains; eight pieces of lithic detritus; two

pieces of non-descript wood fragments; and a menthol

cigarette butt. Sediments consisted of grayish brown

(Munsell 10 YR 5/2) loose, unconsolidated and coarse-

grained, poorly sorted quartzitic sand overlaid by a thin

veneer of light-tan colored (Munsell 10 YR 6/3), aeo-

lian loaded silty sand. The deposits were extremely soft

and easy to dig, but were easily collapsible and it was

virtually impossible to maintain profiles in the unit

walls. A concentration of grass and bark was encoun-

tered in the northeast corner that may be the remnant

of the roof feature exposed by Noel Morss in 1928.

Similar exposures of this matting-like material oc-

curred along the south wall of the unit. One quartzite

Stage 5 biface tip, 71 lithic flakes, 74 animal bones, two

corncobs, a possible corn roasting stick, three ground-

stone items and two ceramic potsherds (one black-on-

white) were recovered from this level.

The next level (10 to 20 centimeters bpgs)

consisted of grayish-brown (Munsell 10 YR 5/2), un-

consolidated and poorly sorted coarse-grained sand

with pea-sized gravel inclusions, and a high concentra-

tion of charcoal in the southwest corner. A concentra-

tion of what appears to be grass matting was exposed

more thoroughly along the east wall that may be roof-

ing material documented in the previous excavation

(Morss 1931). A change in the consistency of the sed-

iments was observed in the northwest corner, chang-

ing from the gray to a bright white (Munsell 5 YR

8/1). This could be an ash deposit, but further exca-

vation would be required to make that determination.

A large concentration of charcoal was encountered in

the center of the unit, with chunks ranging up to the

size of a quarter. Several fragments of willow withes,

probably part of the roof superstructure described by

Morss, were recovered during screening. Sediments

were still extremely soft and easy to dig, and there was

a problem maintaining profiles in the unit walls. A

quartzite Stage 5 concave-base biface fragment, 95

pieces of lithic detritus, 138 animal bones, 13 corn-

cobs and two kernels, one stone bead, four metate

fragments and two undetermined groundstone frag-

ments, one incised ceramic potsherd, one piece of rab-

bit fur and numerous fragments of various vegetal

materials were recovered during screening.

The third excavation level (20 to 30 centime-

ters bpgs) consisted of grayish brown (Munsell 10YR

5/1), unconsolidated and loose, coarse-grained

quartzitic sand with a few small deposits of charcoal.

Fewer rocks were encountered during screening. A

concentration of the grass-like vegetal matter first

noted in the eastern wall in the level above was en-

countered in the north corner at the present depth that

was assumed to be thatching associated with a roof

structure excavated in 1928. There was a change in

consistency in the sediments in the center of the unit

with a patch of off-white/ pale yellow (Munsell 10 YR

8/3) sand that contrasts with the other sediments yet

encountered. Recovered artifacts consisted of two wil-

low basketry fragments, 175 lithic flakes (one of which

was obsidian), 233 animal bones, a possible figurine of

twigs wrapped with sinew, an exhausted chert core,

eight bifaces, a side-notched projectile point basal frag-

ment, two slab-type metate fragments, a mano frag-

ment, an unknown groundstone fragment, reed roof

lathes, willow withes, two pieces of rabbit fur, 11

corncobs, two corn kernels, two possible corn roast-

ing sticks and pieces of aspen bark. 

The fourth excavation level (30 to 40 centime-

ters bpgs) consisted of extremely soft and easy to dig

sandy sediments that were still easily collapsible. Sedi-

ment content was mostly a grayish brown (Munsell

10YR 5/1), unconsolidated and loose, coarse-grained

quartzitic sand. Whitish (Munsell 7.5 YR 8/) ash de-

posits and pieces of charcoal are mixed with the sedi-

ments throughout the unit, as are dry vegetation,

pea-sized gravel and stream pebbles. The compacted

grass material that is probably part of the roof structure

prevented the overlying sediments from slumping into

the unit in the southeast and southwest corners, as well

as along the east and south walls.  More compacted sed-

iments were exposed in the south wall, as well as

roughly half of both the west and east walls. However,

the upper sediments continue to slump into the unit. A

stemmed-base biface fragment, 72 pieces of lithic deb-

itage (one of mahogany obsidian), 79 animal bone frag-

ments, a piece of yellow ochre and a possible roof lathe

were recovered from this level.
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The final level excavated (40 to 50 centimeters

bpgs) generally contained the same sediments as the

level above. These consisted of a grayish brown (Munsell

10YR 5/1), unconsolidated and loose, coarse-grained

quartzitic sand. However, reddish-tinted (Munsell 2.5

YR 5/8) sediments were encountered in the center and

southwest corner of the unit. Pockets of lighter colored

(Munsell 10 YR 7/3) sand were exposed in the southeast

corner.  Sediments were extremely soft and easy to re-

move, but it was still nearly impossible to maintain pro-

files in the unit walls. A more compact sand was

encountered in the north wall, but overlying sediments

continued to slump into the unit from above. A small

concentration of charcoal was observed in the southwest

corner, but no form was clearly discernible. Grasses and

other vegetal materials we suspect to be part of the roof

structure persisted throughout the eastern half of the

unit. Sandstone and basalt rock was intermixed with

vegetal matter. Recovered artifacts consist of a quartzite

Stage 3 biface, a quartzite Stage 4 biface fragment, 80

pieces of lithic debitage, two bone beads, 41 pieces of

animal bone, a piece of juniper bark cordage, aspen bark

fragments and a possible willow basket rod. 

Due to the presence of a multitude of artifacts

and datable materials, the decision was made to cease

excavation at 50 centimeters bpgs (Figure 43) so as to

not further impact the potential roof structure exposed

in 1928. This unit demonstrated that important infor-

mation remains here that could improve our under-

standing of the prehistoric occupants of the area. At this

point, a ½-inch diameter dendrochronological core

sample was extracted from the wooden beam (Feature

29) in the northeast corner of the unit for chronological

analysis. The sample was obtained from the southwest

side of the post, at a point 45 centimeters below the top

of the post. The details and results of this process are

provided in a subsequent section of this report.

Test Unit 4.Another 1-by-1 meter square unit

was established 7.95 meters to the northeast of Feature

15 and adjacent to boulders with bedrock metates and

grooves (Figure 44). Test Unit 4 (Feature 16) was lo-

cated in the second sandstone alcove to the east (right)

of the large painted elk figures. Sediments consist of

poorly sorted sand intermixed with elements of char-

coal and charcoal-stained sand, packrat feces, corncobs,

small pebbles and gravel. In general, the color of the

surface sediments is a grayish tan (Munsell 10 YR 6/2).

Dried vegetation and wood chips, along with carbonized

animal bone, unburned animal bone and calcined animal

bone littered the surface (Figure 45). This area exhibits

looters holes and cultural material on the surface, and a

Figure 43:  Test Unit 3 at 50 centimeters bpgs.
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packrat midden located in the rear of the shelter has

likely contributed to the movement of artifacts in the

immediate vicinity. Some 805 artifacts were recovered

during the excavation of this unit, among them 139

lithic flakes, two bifaces, a stone ball, three beads, a pos-

sible reed and hair figurine, eight ceramic sherds, 18

pieces of FCR, a sandstone slab-type metate fragment,

505 pieces of animal bone, 14 gourd fragments and 51

corncobs. Excavation was terminated at 70 centimeters

bpgs based on professional judgment that cultural ma-

terials remain in this area.  

Excavation commenced with the collection of

ten pieces of animal bone and two corncobs that were

on the surface. The first level (0 to 10 centimeters bpgs)

contained sediments that were extremely soft and easy

to remove, but these were easily collapsible and it was

virtually impossible to maintain profiles in the unit walls.

In general, sediments consisted of medium brown, to a

grayish brown (Munsell 10 YR 5/2) poorly sorted and

coarse-grained sand with many small inclusions of pea-

sized sandstone. One Stage 2 quartzite biface, 20 lithic

Figure 44:  View of two adjacent sandstone boulders with bedrock metates and grinding stones on the horizontal surfaces,

next to Test Unit 4.

Figure 45:  Surface of Test Unit 4 prior to any ground disturbance.
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flakes, seven groundstone fragments, 138 pieces of ani-

mal bone, 18 pieces of FCR, eight corncobs and two ce-

ramic potsherds were recovered from this level.

The second level (10 to 20 centimeters bpgs)

contained the same sediments as the level above:

medium brown, to a grayish brown (Munsell 10 YR

5/2) poorly sorted and coarse-grained sand with many

small inclusions of pea-sized sandstone. In addition,

burned wood, flecks of charcoal and dried vegetation

were abundant in the sediments. Sediments were ex-

tremely soft and easy to remove, but these were easily

collapsible and it was virtually impossible to maintain

profiles in the unit walls. Artifacts consisted of one Stage

3 chert biface, 15 pieces of lithic debitage, 58 pieces of

animal bone, five ceramic potsherds, six corncobs and

three slab-type metate fragments.

The third level (20 to 30 centimeters bpgs) ex-

hibited more of the grayish brown (Munsell 10 YR 5/2),

loosely compacted, coarse-grained and poorly sorted

sand where it was very difficult to maintain wall pro-

files. About 28 centimeters bpgs, however, it seemed

that the sediments were becoming a little lighter in ap-

pearance, although comparison to the Munsell chart re-

vealed no real change. Recovered artifacts include 39

animal bones, eight pieces of lithic debitage, one corn-

cob, one gourd fragment and five fragments of an un-

known type of reed. 

The fourth level excavated (30 to 40 cen-

timeters bpgs) also exhibited the same grayish brown

(Munsell 10 YR 5/2), loosely compacted, coarse-

grained and poorly sorted sand. Charcoal and dried

vegetation inclusions were smaller in size, but these

did not significantly diminish in quantity. The side walls

of the unit continued to collapse frequently. What ap-

peared to be layered vegetation, including grass and a

corn stalk, was discovered in the visible profile of the

south and east walls of the unit. There was no unifor-

mity or structure, however, so any comments are pre-

mature. Lighter colored (Munsell 10 YR 6/3) sand was

encountered in the northwest corner. A large, flat

piece of sandstone was uncovered in the center of the

northeast quarter of the unit at 34 centimeters bpgs.

It may be bedrock, but is too buried to tell at this

point. Nine corncobs, 34 lithic flakes and 85 animal

bones were recovered from this level.

The next level from 40 to 50 centimeters bpgs

level exhibited the same grayish brown (Munsell 10 YR

5/2), coarse-grained, loosely compacted and poorly

sorted sand. Layered vegetation and sand was further

exposed in the south wall of the unit. The layering con-

sists of grass-like material interspersed with what ap-

pears to be wind-blown layers of sand. The suspected

sandstone bedrock was exposed in the northeast corner

of the unit, occupying almost the entire northeast

quarter of the unit. Artifacts included a sandstone ball,

a stone bead, a bone bead, nine corncobs, five gourd

fragments, 67 pieces of animal bone and an unknown

groundstone fragment.

The sixth level below the present surface (50

to 60 centimeters bpgs) was much the same as all levels

above it in color, texture and composition with grayish

brown (Munsell 10 YR 5/2), loosely compacted,

coarse-grained and poorly sorted sand. The layered veg-

etation was still evident in the south wall profile, and

continuing downward. Exposed sandstone bedrock

now occupied about two-thirds of the unit floor, mak-

ing sediment removal more tedious. Recovered arti-

facts consist of 45 lithic flakes, 71 pieces of animal

bone, one bone bead fragment, a possible figurine made

of hair/fur, a piece of juniper bark cordage, eight corn-

cobs, four gourd fragments, a fragment of a cactus pad,

fragments of arrow-cane (Phragmites sp.) and one gray-

ware ceramic potsherd.

The final level excavated here (60 to 70 cen-

timeters bpgs) continued to expose sandstone bedrock,

that at this point constituted three-quarters of the floor

of the excavation unit. Interspersed was the same, gray-

ish brown (Munsell 10 YR 5/2), loosely compacted,

coarse-grained and poorly sorted sand. Seven pieces of

lithic debitage, one sandstone slab metate fragment, 37

pieces of animal bone, eight corncobs, a possible corn

drying/roasting stick, five corn husks, two gourd frag-

ments, a piece of aspen bark, two pine nut shells, two

gourd stems and 11 reed fragments were recovered

from this level. Faunal remains and corncobs seem to

be larger in size than in the levels above.  In addition,

historic items were encountered in this lowest level that

included a metal pull-tab from a beverage can and a

piece of plastic.

As the majority of the floor of this unit was ex-

posed sandstone bedrock, excavation was halted at 70
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centimeters bpgs (Figure 46). Although this area con-

tained several looters pits, plenty of useful information

can still be obtained from the deposits here. The presence

of layered vegetation also suggests the presence of intact

deposits.  More than 800 artifacts were recovered from

the test pit that have the potential to yield valuable in-

formation related to the subsistence practices and tem-

poral parameters of the prehistoric occupants of the site.

Test Unit 5. Feature 32 (Test Unit 5) was the

final excavation unit investigated.  Like the others, this

was a 1-meter by 1-meter square unit established in the

western portion of the site in the area characterized by

open, dune-like sediments that appeared to be undis-

turbed. The northwest corner of the unit is 3 meters west

of the red painted figure on the cliff face and the pecked

name “Dobson” (Figure 47). The unit was approximately

3.3 meters south of the cliff face, and 23.4 meters south-

west of Test Unit 3 (F-15), at a bearing of 220 degrees.

Two distinct sediment types are visible on the

surface here. Wind-blown, loosely compacted sands were

observed on the western side, while sediments on the

eastern side are more compacted with visible charcoal

staining. No artifacts were observed on the surface, but

96 artifacts were recovered during excavation. Artifacts

included a Rose Springs Corner-notched projectile

point, flaked stone tools, lithic debitage, groundstone,

grayware ceramics and animal bone. Unlike the testing

of the other units that involved the removal of sediments

in 10-centimeter increments, sediments here were re-

moved in two 25-centimeter increments.

The upper 25 centimeters (Feature 34) con-

sisted mostly of finely sorted, light-tan colored (Munsell

10 YR 7/4), quartzitic sand that appears to be aeolian

deposited. Once the surface layer had been removed,

finely sorted sands with few inclusions were encoun-

tered. These sediments were loosely consolidated and

easily collapsible. While there is little surface vegetation

in the immediate vicinity of this unit, several small root

intrusions were observed in the walls during excavation.

Small pieces of fire-cracked rock, animal bone, ceramic

sherds and flecks of charcoal were observed during ex-

cavation. Roughly 8 centimeters bpgs, sediments be-

came moist and more compacted, changing to a more

brown color (Munsell 10 YR 5/3). The moisture in the

sediments may be the result of the unit being almost im-

mediately on the drip line of the overhanging cliff face,

and it had rained just two days prior. One Stage 3 biface

tip, 32 pieces of lithic detritus, two battered implements

(hammerstones), one exhausted core, 13 groundstone

fragments, 16 pieces of animal bone, five ceramic pot-

Figure 46:  Test Unit 4 at 70 centimeters bpgs.
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sherds and a piece of Aspen bark were recovered from

the upper portion of this unit. 

The second level excavated (25 to 50 centime-

ters bpgs) contained wet and moderately compacted,

medium brown colored (Munsell 10 YR 5/3) quartz

sand with a small amount of pea-sized gravel inclusions.

Several small root structures of unknown vegetation

were encountered during excavation, and these were

visible in the profile of the unit walls. In the southeast

Figure 47:  Test Unit 5 prior to ground disturbance.

Figure 48:  View of Test Unit 5 at 50 centimeters bpgs.
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corner, at roughly 30 centimeters bpgs, a small concen-

tration of white sediment (Munsell 10 YR 8/2) and or-

ange-colored rocks (Munsell 2.5 YR 5/8) were

encountered. It is unknown at this time what these

rocks could represent. A concentration of fire-affected

basalt rock was encountered in the southeast corner of

the unit at 32 centimeters bpgs, continuing to the 50

centimeters bpgs level. In all, 18 rocks were found

here, all of which were blackened and quite friable.

However, no charcoal or ash concentration was noted

that would imply a hearth feature here. Artifacts re-

trieved from this level include a Rose Springs Corner-

notched projectile point fragment, a Stage 4 chert bi-

face fragment, a battered implement (hammerstone),

19 pieces of lithic debitage, two ceramic potsherds, 36

pieces of animal bone, a piece of cotton string and a

piece of green plastic.

As our purpose for testing here was to make a

determination of the presence or absence of cultural de-

posits, and we had clearly done that to a depth of at least

50 centimeters bpgs, we halted excavation at 50 cen-

timeters bpgs (Figure 48).
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Data Analysis

All artifacts observed at 42Wn503 were sub-

sequently analyzed using standard professional meth-

ods. Surface artifacts were recorded, described and left

in-situ.  Subsurface artifacts encountered during the

course of excavation were recorded, bagged, given field

specimen (FS) numbers, and returned to the Antiqui-

ties Section Archaeology Lab at the Utah Division of

State History. While in the lab, they were analyzed using

the appropriate methodology for each artifact type,

cleaned and catalogued for curation in the Utah Mu-

seum of Natural History. 

Approximately 10,000 prehistoric artifacts

were encountered during the investigations undertaken

at Fish Creek Cove, 2,305 of which were collected for

further analysis. The artifact assemblage consisted of

four primary classes: ceramics, lithics, bone and organic

materials. These classes were further subdivided for

more accurate descriptions. The lithic assemblage was

comprised of flaked stone tools, debitage, groundstone

and fire-cracked rock (FCR).  The ceramic assemblage

consisted entirely of broken ceramic sherds. The bone

assemblage was subdivided into worked and non-

worked faunal material. The historic artifacts were com-

prised of a variety of items, which included broken

bottle glass, wood and fencing material, and other items

associated with historic farming and ranching opera-

tions. No historic artifacts were collected.

Ceramic Artifacts

The analysis of ceramic artifacts follows a com-

bination of R.E. Madsen’s (1977) and D.B. Madsen’s

(1979) approaches of describing the morphological at-

tributes of these items. Eighteen ceramic sherds were

encountered during testing, all of which were collected

for additional analysis. Each piece was measured,

weighed, and described.  In addition, a small corner was

broken off of each sherd to create a fresh break for tem-

per analysis, and each was examined under a micro-

scope. Interior surface, exterior surface and core color

were crosschecked with a Munsell Soil Color Chart

(2000) for color descriptions. Measurements of inclu-

sions used as temper in the core were assigned a size

classification as follows: <0.5 millimeters= Small; 0.5-

1.0 millimeters = Medium; and >1.0 millimeters =

Large.  The ceramics observed during the course of in-

vestigations reported here fall into five named cate-

gories: Emery Gray, Sevier Gray, Promontory Gray,

Snake Valley Gray and Ivie Creek Black-on-White. 

One corrugated fragment was recovered that

does not match any description of Fremont varieties, al-

though it may be a local variant of Snake Valley Corru-

gated. Painted varieties not attributable to Fremont

wares described by Madsen (1977) were labeled as

tradewares. These items consist of three Tsegi Orange-

ware ceramics originating in the Kayenta Anasazi region

to the south. Following is a summary of each of the

types identified (see Table 1).    

The Emery Gray ceramic variant consists of a

coiled and scraped grayware composed of clay that

originates in the drainages of the San Rafael region of

east-central Utah. Temper for these vessels derives from

crushed, angular fragments of basalt and quartzite, oc-

casionally with some mica. Temper texture varies from

fine to coarse, although a medium-grained is most

common. Surface coloration is commonly a light-to-

medium gray, although darker grays are also sometimes

encountered. Vessel walls are smoothed and occasion-

ally polished, with striations resulting from the smooth-

ing process frequently present. They are un-slipped, but

a fugitive red wash is sometimes present on the exte-

rior surfaces of this type. The temporal range for this

variety is estimated to be between A.D. 700 and 1200

(Madsen 1977).  

Sevier Gray ceramics are similar to certain

Great Salt Lake varieties, the primary difference being

in the temper materials. Sevier Grayware ceramics con-

tain medium-to-coarse angular particles of gray or dark

basalt (15 to 40 percent) and quartz (0 to 15 percent) as

inclusions in the paste. The tempering elements consti-

tute from 20 to 40 percent of the vessel wall (Madsen

1977). The surfaces of these types of vessels are un-

slipped and typically dark gray in color, although brown

is sometimes observed. The surfaces are smoothed and

occasionally slightly polished, with striations resulting

from the smoothing process frequently present. The in-

terior is usually not smoothed as carefully as the exterior.

These wares are estimated to have been manufactured

between A.D. 800 and 1250 (Madsen 1977).
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Promontory Gray is a ceramic ware con-

structed using the paddle and anvil technique. These ves-

sels are typically poorly smoothed with striations

present on interior and exterior surfaces, as well as

heavy surface undulations. Temper consists primarily of

coarse pieces of calcite or quartz, which makes up ap-

proximately 40 percent of the vessel wall. Various other

minerals were also used as tempering agents, including

hornblende, feldspar, muscovite and biotite mica,

rounded sand particles and occasionally shell particles

(Madsen 1977). Surface color is primarily dark gray to

black, but does range from medium to dark gray, with

occasional browns and light brownish-orange colors

caused by partial oxidation. While similar to both Great

Salt Lake and Uinta varieties, Promontory wares are

usually distinguished on the basis of thicker vessel walls

and the extreme undulations on the surfaces (Madsen

1979). The Promontory ceramic variety is primarily

confined to the areas surrounding the Great Salt Lake

and Utah Valleys, but has been found as far west as Dan-

ger Cave and as far south as the Sevier Lake area. It has

been proposed that because of its differences to other

Fremont varieties and possible similarities with Dismal

River ceramics (Gunnerson 1960), this type may derive

from the northwestern Plains (Aikens 1966), and be-

cause of chronometric data, be ancestral to the Dismal

River Complex. They are estimated to date to roughly

A.D. 1000 to 1300 (Madsen 1977).

Snake Valley Grayware is a Fremont ceramic

variety that can be characterized by vessels that were

formed by a coiling technique. These specimens contain

fine-to-medium angular particles of quartz (10 to 20

percent), feldspar (20 to 30 percent), and biotite mica

(5 to 10 percent) as tempering agents. No sand is pres-

ent.  Surfaces, both interior and exterior, range from

well smoothed to lightly polished. Striations are some-

times observed on exterior surfaces, as is a red hematite

wash. Pieces representing this type are un-slipped.

Color is primarily light gray, although medium gray and

Table 1:  Ceramic inventory for Fish Creek Cove (42Wn503). SG=Sevier Gray; SVG=Snake Valley Gray; 

EG=Emery Gray; PG=Promontory Gray; UNK=Unknown; ICBW=Ivie Creek Black-on-white.
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reddish-gray and brown are common. The temporal

range for this variety is estimated to be between A.D.

900 and 1200 (Madsen 1977).

Snake Valley Corrugated features the same clay

and temper constituents as for the Snake Valley Gray de-

scribed above. Coloration of this type differs somewhat,

possibly as a result of use in cooking. Medium gray col-

ors dominate, with the occasional dark gray or black,

and reddish-gray and brown. Interior surfaces are

smoothed to lightly polished, and the exteriors have

been modified by corrugation techniques. These tech-

niques include horizontal coils, indented coils, horizon-

tally grooved coils and diagonally grooved coils. Grooves

were created by using the fingers or a rounded stick to

impress the clay surface. These wares are estimated to

have been manufactured between A.D. 1100 and 1200

(Madsen 1977).

Ivie Creek Black-on-white is a coiled, scraped

and polished ware that constitutes the only white-

slipped pottery in the Fremont region. This variety con-

tains temper that varies from large particles of dark

basalt to small, light grey pieces of basalt and quartz.

Surface coloration ranges from light to medium grey,

with a brownish-orange appearance sometimes

recorded. The exterior surface is smoothed and com-

monly polished, and sometimes there is use of a fugitive

red wash. The interior surface is smoothed and highly

polished, with a light grey to creamy-white slip present

on the majority of specimens. The interiors of bowls and

the exteriors of jars of this type show monochrome de-

signs painted with a lustrous organic pigment. Design el-

ements closely resemble ceramic wares from the Kayenta

and Mesa Verde regions to the south. They are estimated

to date to roughly A.D. 700 to 1200 (Madsen 1977).

While not recovered during testing, three

specimens Tsegi Orangeware were observed on the site

surface during recording (Figure 49). This is a coiled

variety containing quartz and crushed sherd temper

which appears as angular, white fragments on the sur-

face and in cross-section. The core is often gray and fir-

ing clouds are common. Surfaces are typically bumpy,

often exhibiting polishing/smoothing marks. Surface

color is generally a dull orange, unless it has been

slipped. Slipped specimens exhibit a maroon red color.

Forms consist of bowls, jars, seed jars and dippers.

Decoration is confined to the interior surfaces of

bowls, with a red band or stripe encircling the exterior

surface. Geometric patterns consist mostly of narrow,

parallel lines and hachured panels. Black-striped, solid-

stepped elements and vertical and staggered lines with

staggered squares between are also fairly common. The

exterior surface of bowls is often slipped with red pig-

ment. This variety is indigenous to the Rainbow Plateau

and Hopi country of northern Arizona, but was widely

traded throughout Arizona, New Mexico and Utah. At

least 19 named types have been documented for this

Kayenta Anasazi ceramic ware. Specimens of this ce-

ramic variety are estimated to date to roughly A.D.

1050 to 1300 (Colton 1956).

Lithic Artifacts

All artifacts derived from stone sources were

categorized under the lithic class of artifacts. This class

was further subdivided to include flaked stone tools,

cores, debitage, beads, groundstone, fire-cracked rock

(FCR) and miscellaneous items. Artifacts derived from

stone comprised the largest portion of the artifact assem-

blage at Fish Creek Cove, consisting of 889 specimens.  

Flaked Stone Tools. Flaked stone tools can be

defined as stones from which flakes have been removed

as a result of human intent or use (Whittaker 1994;

Crabtree 1972; Odell 2003). This category includes both

formal and expedient tools such as unifaces, bifaces, pro-

jectile points and drills, and is distinguished from

groundstone artifacts. Twenty-three flaked stone tools

were observed and analyzed during the course of exca-
Figure 49:  Example of  Tsegi Orangeware observed on

the site surface at 42Wn503.
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vations at 42Wn503. All flaked stone tools were exam-

ined macroscopically for signs of edge wear (either use

wear or edge grinding) and were sorted by tool type.

Bifaces are tools that have been shaped by the

intentional removal of flakes from opposing sides by per-

cussion (Whittaker 1994; Crabtree 1972; Odell 2003).

They lack hafting elements (notches or stems) that would

identify them as projectile points, and have therefore

been placed in their own category. The classification sys-

tem used in this analysis combines the biface manufac-

turing stages defined by Wenker (2000) and Whittaker

(1994). The stages of biface manufacture include:

l Stage 1 Bifaces. Bifaces fitting into this category ex-
hibit only minimal modification and may be indistinguish-

able from bifacial cores. These bifaces represent the initial

stages of raw material procurement and/or testing.

l Stage 2 Bifaces.  This category also includes those
items in the initial stages of thinning, with controlled

flaking around part or all of the tools edge. The flaking

is irregular and flake scars usually do not cross the mid-

line of the tool.

l Stage 3 Bifaces. These items represent the stages of
thinning the item’s cross-section without diminishing

the outline shape of the tool. 

l Stage 4 Bifaces.  These items are still being thinned,
but initial shaping is coming into play and the item’s final

shape is initiated. 

l Stage 5 Bifaces.  These bifaces are completely thinned
and final shaping is being performed, or is complete.

Pressure flaking may also be applied. These can be clas-

Table 2:  Biface tool data from Fish Creek Cove (42Wn503).  Measurements are in millimeters.
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sified as highly symmetrical. These bifaces exhibit well-

controlled flaking and the edges are straight and regular.

Eighteen bifaces were recovered from

42Wn503, the data for which is presented in Table 2.

While projectile points are commonly analyzed separately

from bifaces, several potential projectiles were either too

fragmentary or did not match with any particular “type”

and were subsequently analyzed as bifaces.  

Projectile points are bifacial tools that exhibit

formal hafting elements at their bases. While there has

been much debate concerning morphological typologies

and the effects of rejuvenation on projectile form in the

past (Flenniken and Raymond 1986; Thomas 1986;

Flenniken and Wilke 1989; O’Connell and Inoway

1994), the often broken or “spent” form is commonly

what the archaeologist encounters. Therefore, the es-

tablished typologies provide the basis for the reporting

here. The projectile points from 42Wn503 were meas-

ured and placed into the commonly accepted categories

for Great Basin projectile points outlined by Thomas

(1981), with additional descriptions following Holmer

(1979, 1986).    

Seven clearly identifiable projectile points

were observed during our investigations at Fish Creek

Cove, five of which were recovered during excavation

and can be placed into five known types.  

Elko Corner-Notched Points can be charac-

terized as consisting of a triangular blade form with

straight to slightly convex edges. The corner notches

form tangs and an expanding stem that is narrower at

its base than the maximum blade width.  The base

ranges from slightly concave to slightly convex (Holmer

1979). The Elko series points are considered the least

temporally diagnostic of the point types found in the

Great Basin and Colorado Plateau. They seem to appear

first in the Eastern Great Basin and Colorado Plateau

sometime after 7600 B.P., with a temporal span of

3500 and 1400 B.P. everywhere in the Great Basin

(central and western portions included). In addition,

there are no morphological characteristics of this point

type that differentiates one time period from another

(Holmer 1979). With a roughly 7,000 year temporal

span, and two distinct “hiatus” periods for this point

type, assigning a specific age is problematic. One point

of this type was observed (FS 79.1). 

Large Side-Notched Points is a class that lumps

together a number of previously defined point types in-

cluding Northern Side-notched, Elko Side-notched and

Rose Spring Side-notched (Thomas 1981). While points

fitting into this category in the Eastern Great Basin have

fairly limited age ranges (e.g., Northern Side-notched

from 7000 to 6300 B.P.; Rocker Side-notched from

6800 to 5300 B.P.; Sudden Side-notched from 6400 to

4700 B.P.), Thomas states that there was not a large

enough sample to provide temporal information, but

that they are older than the emergence of the Desert

Side-notched type. One point of this type was recovered

at 42Wn503, and another was observed at 42Wn2861

(FS 81.1; see also Figure 50).

Rosegate Series is a point class that lumps to-

gether the previously defined Rose Springs and Eastgate

point types (Thomas 1981). These points are character-

ized as small, corner-notched points with expanding (al-

though sometimes negligibly) stems. The temporal

range for this class is from roughly 1500 to 700 B.P.,

but since these points are commonly associated with

bow and arrow hunting technology, most likely emerge

earlier (Holmer 1986).  Two of these points were iden-

tified, one at 42Wn503 (FS 179.1) and one at site

42Wn2863 (see Figure 51).  

Cottonwood Triangular is a point type charac-

terized by small, triangular, un-notched projectile points

that post-date 700 B.P. (Thomas 1981). There are some

exceptions to this temporal placement for this type. Ex-

cavations at Nawthis Village yielded numerous points as-

Figure 50:  Side-notched points from 42Wn503 (left) and

42Wn2861 (right).
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cribed to this type in direct association with radiocar-

bon-dated contexts ranging from 1050 to 850 B.P.

(Holmer 1986). It is therefore possible that this style

emerges during the Fremont era, but becomes more

prolific through time. One point fitting into this cate-

gory was discovered at site 42Wn2863. 

Cottonwood Leaf-shaped Points is a point class

that consists of small, un-notched and basally rounded

variants of the Cottonwood Triangular type (Thomas

1981). While Thomas provides a late introduction of this

type (post- A.D. 1300), it likely appeared slightly earlier

(see Holmer 1986). One point fitting into this category

was recovered from Test Unit 3 (FS 117.1).

Cores. Cores, or large pieces of host material from

which flakes are removed, were relatively uncommon

in the lithic assemblage at 42Wn503. Only two were

encountered.  The first is a gray chert specimen (FS

82.1) recovered from 20 to 30 centimeters bpgs in Test

Unit 3. It measures 44.0 by 37.0 by 34.2 millimeters

and exhibits multiple flake scars on multiple facets. The

second core (FS 167.1) is a tan-to-pink colored

quartzite specimen, measuring 44.7 by 41.2 by 26.1

millimeters in size. It was found in the upper 25 cen-

timeters (Feature 34) of Test Unit 5. This core also ex-

hibits multiple scars on multiple facets. The low number

of cores in relation to finished bifaces and debitage sug-

gests that some tool manufacture did occur on-site, but

it was not a major activity.  Tools were most likely made

elsewhere and brought to the site, with maintenance and

repair occurring as needed.

Hammerstones. Three battered implements likely

used as hammerstones were recovered from Test Unit 5

(Feature 32). The first (FS 170.1) is a quartzite imple-

ment measuring 41.6 by 45.6 by 34.1 millimeters, re-

covered from the top 25 centimeters of the unit

(Feature 34). It is heavily battered on one end and along

two lateral margins. The second hammerstone was also

recovered from the upper 25 centimeters of the unit.

This tool (FS 171.1) consists of a quartzite rock meas-

uring 43.1 by 41.4 by 45.2 millimeters, exhibiting

heavy battering and crushing on one end. The third spec-

imen (FS 182.1) is a quartzite stone that exhibits heavy

wear and battering on the lateral edges, with battering

and crushing on both ends. In addition, this tool shows

multi-directional scarring on one surface, suggesting it

was also used as a source of toolstone material (core).

It measures 55.6 by 56.0 by 39.3 millimeters, and was

recovered from the lower 25 centimeters (25 to 50 cen-

timeters bpgs) of the unit.

Debitage.  An inventory of the morphological

characteristics of flaked stone debitage was performed

on site. Some 731 pieces of debitage were recovered

during the course of excavation and were examined

macroscopically for signs of use, edge grinding or any

other evidence of unnatural wear.  

The analysis of lithic debitage focused on the

basic features of the flakes themselves. The first step in

the analysis process was to determine a flaking stage as

primary, secondary or tertiary. This was determined by

the amount of cortex present on the dorsal surface of

the artifact. A primary flake retains roughly 95 percent

cortex on the dorsal surface, a secondary flake 1 to 94

percent, and a tertiary flake has no cortex at all.

The second step in the analysis was to make a

determination of the stage of reduction (early, middle

or late) represented by each individual flake in the as-

semblage. This determination was based on multiple

variables, which included but were not limited to plat-

form preparation characteristics, flake size, shape and

the total number and direction of dorsal scars. The cri-

teria used, as well as the method for identifying the stage

of reduction follows Wenker (2000), which is a simpli-

fied version of Flenniken (2002). 

Figure 51:  Rosegate point from 42Wn2563                                                                                     
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Early-stage flakes are those that can be classified

as having been produced during the initial stages of core

reduction by hard-hammer percussion techniques. These

flakes typically include broad, simple platforms with lit-

tle or no platform preparation, a thick transverse cross-

section and low frequency of dorsal flake scars.  

A middle-stage flake can be characterized as hav-

ing a prepared platform, often multi-faceted, which rep-

resents a small segment of a prepared and often dulled

(by grinding) bifacial tool edge. Also known as biface-

thinning or biface-reduction flakes, these flakes may also

exhibit some combination of the following attributes:

(1) a thin, transverse cross-section, (2) an expanding

“teardrop” shape with feathered terminations, (3) mul-

tiple flake scars originating from varied directions, (4)

a lipped platform, and (5) little or no cortex on the dor-

sal surface.

Late-stage flakes (i.e. pressure flakes) are usually

very small, narrow and elongated flakes with multiple

dorsal flake scars. They exhibit platforms prepared by

grinding, are multi-faceted and contain no cortex on

the dorsal surface.

For those pieces that are either incomplete or

do not exhibit the characteristics needed to identify

which stage of reduction produced them, the category

of “Fragment” is often applied (as is the case here).  

A utilized flake can be defined as a flake that

has not been modified after its removal from a core,

but shows signs of obvious use-wear, such as micro-

flaking or edge rounding. Two flakes matching this de-

scription were recovered during excavation (FS 154.1

and 181.3).  

Using these criteria, a representative sample

of surface debitage (n=127) was analyzed on-site from

a judgmentally placed 1-by-1 meter sample unit. These

specimens were dominated by a wide variety of colors

and qualities of chert, chalcedony, quartzite, and

metaquartzite, dominated by the latter stages of lithic

reduction (n=126). No Primary or other Early Stage

flakes were noted, and only one Secondary Middle and

one Secondary Fragment were observed, suggesting

toolstone acquisition and initial reduction was occur-

ring at another location, and that the primary activities

involving lithic materials at 42Wn503 were tool main-

tenance and repair. Thermal alteration of toolstone

material, in the form of discoloration and/or crazing

was noted on five flakes.  The reduction stages of sur-

face debitage are summarized in Table 3.

In addition, the analysis of the 731 pieces of

debitage collected from the excavation units follows the

guidelines and definitions in use at the Archaeological

Center at the University of Utah (Wenker 2000). All

specimens were weighed, placed into size classes, and

examined microscopically in order to determine if there

was any edge wear, microflaking or platform prepara-

tion visible. The reduction stages of subsurface/exca-

vated debitage are summarized in Table 4. A complete

table of data pertaining to debitage analysis is on file

with CPAA.

In addition to the size, weight and morpholog-

ical attributes of individual flakes, the presence or ab-

sence of heat treatment (thermal alteration) was noted

for each specimen. In all, 58 specimens showed evidence

of thermal alteration (all were debitage). Three types of

heat treatment/burning were identified in the lithic as-

semblage: discoloration, potlidding and crazing. Fifty-

three items showed some sort of discoloration,

primarily orange and reddish-pink colors visible on the

cortical surface.

Table 3:  Analysis of lithic debitage flaking stages from

the surface assemblage.  Percentages were rounded to

the nearest one-tenth of a percent.

Table 4:  Analysis of lithic debitage flaking stages from

the excavation units. Percentages were rounded to the

nearest one-tenth of a percent.
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Potlidding was observed on ten specimens

analyzed. A pot lid is a concave scar that is round in

plan view and plano-convex in profile that is the result

of the rapid contraction and expansion of lithic raw

material when heated. Both discoloration and potlid-

ding were observed on six pieces. Crazing consists of

minute surface cracks that are generally cross-hatched,

resulting from over-heating siliceous toolstone mate-

rials (Crabtree 1972). Only one item exhibited this

form of heat treatment.

Thermal alteration of lithic materials allows

for more precise and predictable removal of flakes dur-

ing the reduction process (Crabtree 1972). Although the

indicators of heat treatment witnessed at 42Wn503 can

result from the accidental over-heating of material dur-

ing the treatment process, it is more likely that they are

the result of post-depositional burning, as only a small

portion of the assemblage exhibited such alteration.

Groundstone. The groundstone assemblage

from 42Wn503 consists of complete and fragmented

manos, metates and other stone items that have been

ground, battered, pecked, abraded, or otherwise

smoothed and shaped by human use.  Similar items are

known to have been used historically to grind plant ma-

terial as well as animal bones, which were pounded or

ground, cooked or mixed with fat prior to consumption

(Stewart 1941; Steward 1941; Gilmore 1953). The tool-

stone material (quartzite, sandstone, and basalt) for

these implements is locally available. 

Forty pieces of groundstone (whole or frag-

mentary) were identified and collected during excava-

tion, and were described and analyzed in a manner

similar to Adams (2002). Twelve of these items were

complete enough to ascribe some kind of function: one

mano fragment, seven slab-type metate fragments, two

non-descript metate fragments, and two unknown

groundstone items (Table 5). Of the groundstone arti-

facts identified, one was produced from quartzite, seven

were derived from local sandstone, one from siltstone,

and three from an igneous material that is most likely

basalt.  

The most common surface alterations consist

of grinding and pecking, although shaping and polish

from use are also present on some items. It should be

noted that numerous fragments of fire-cracked rock ex-

hibited some characteristics of groundstone imple-

ments. Due to their fragmentary and damaged nature,

the positive identification as to form was not possible.

Therefore, these items were labeled as fire-cracked rock

and are discussed below. 

Table 5:  Catalog of groundstone tools to which function could be assigned. GR=Ground, 

PK= Pecked, SH=Shaped, SM=Smoothed.
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The most common surface alterations consist

of grinding and pecking, although shaping from use is

also present on some items. It should be noted that nu-

merous fragments of fire-cracked rock exhibited some

characteristics of groundstone implements. Due to their

fragmentary and damaged nature, positive identification

as to form was not possible. Therefore, these items were

labeled as fire-cracked rock and are discussed below.

This analysis does not address the numerous bedrock

metates and grooves evident on the boulder surfaces at

this site.

Stone Ball. One additional find deserves

mention.  A ground and pecked “ball” (FS 123.1) de-

rived from a piece of oxidized and fire-reddened

quartzite was discovered in the 40-to-50 centimeters

bpgs level of  Test Unit 4 (Feature 16) at site 42Wn503.

This object has been pecked, shaped, and smoothed into

a spherical shape measuring 25.7 by 25.0 by 24.3 mil-

limeters in size. Although a specific function for this type

of object is uncertain, “stone balls” are fairly common

at Fremont village sites throughout Utah, and they are

simply referred to as “Fremont stone balls” (Aikens

1966; Allison 2000).  While they have been assumed to

be part of a game, recent research has suggested that

they may have been used as grinding implements used

with metates (Madsen 1989).

Stone Beads.  Six beads were recovered from

the excavation units during the testing at site

42WN503: three derived from animal bone, two from

shell, and one derived from a lithic material. The stone

bead (FS 124.1) was recovered from 40 to 50 centime-

ters bpgs in Test Unit 4 (Feature 16). This object is round

in outline and flat in cross-section, and appears to be bi-

conically drilled in the center. Both the top and bottom

surfaces (in profile view) have been ground and shaped,

creating a flat surface. The diameter of the bead is 7.9

millimeters, and it is 1.5 millimeters in thickness, with

a hole diameter of 1.4 millimeters. The material is a

black, medium-grained material that may be either

quartzite or jet.

Fire-Cracked Rock (FCR). Fire-cracked rock

(FCR) was encountered fairly often during this investi-

gation. Some 76 pieces of FCR were observed, com-

prised almost entirely of a gray-colored quartzite

material. This artifact type was found to be widely dis-

persed throughout the site, but was concentrated more

heavily in those areas containing cultural features. As

mentioned in the groundstone discussion above, a fairly

large number of groundstone items lacked the possibil-

ity of positive identification as groundstone, showed ev-

idence of thermal alteration, and were subsequently

labeled as FCR. Since rocks do not occur naturally in

any quantity on this site, materials for cooking and the

processing of food had to be brought to the site. There-

fore, given transport costs, it is not surprising to see the

re-use of groundstone (which is derived from similar

material to that of the rocks used for the processing of

food) for cooking.

Fire-cracked rock can be characterized (and

distinguished from natural stone materials) as being very

angular and blocky in appearance, with some discol-

oration caused by the heating process. As stones are con-

tinually heated and cooled, the thermal properties of

the stones cause them to expand and contract, causing

them to crack and break down to smaller fragments.

There comes a point when the thermal capacity of the

stone can no longer retain the heat required to cook

food or boil water. When a stone reaches a point when

it can no longer effectively conduct heat transfer, it is

discarded for another stone that will accomplish the task

(Jensen et al. 1999).

The use of stones for cooking is well docu-

mented in the ethnographic literature (Smith 1974;

Fowler 1986; Steward 1941). Boiling, either water for

stew-like concoctions, or for meat or seed meal used in

preparing mush or gruel, was common (Fowler 1986).

In addition, large game was sometimes cooked by filling

the body cavity with hot rocks and water (Fowler 1986).

More often, boiling required the use of water tight,

pitch-lined baskets (Steward 1941; Gilmore 1953).  

Cooking stones were also utilized in roasting

pits. Pinyon cones were roasted to release the seeds.

Other seed resources, such as Indian ricegrass, were also

processed in this manner (Jensen et al. 1999; Simms et

al. 1999). Most root resources require thermal alter-

ation to remove or stabilize toxins and make them suit-

able for human consumption (Fowler 1986; Wandsnider

1997). In describing the cooking of tubers (camas),

Meriwether Lewis described the utilization of four to

six pounds of stones that were heated directly by fire to

a red-hot state in pits that were two-feet in depth. Part
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of the cooking process involved pouring water on and

around the stones to produce steam to aid in the cooking

of the roots (Moulton 2002). This process would aid in

the fragmentation of the heating stones that results in the

signature angular blockiness indicative of this artifact type.

Experimental replication on the production of

FCR by students at Utah State University in the late

1990s refined estimates on the duration of site occupa-

tion and intensity of activity by examining the break-

down rates of rocks used for cooking, identifying the

relative size grades of re-usable versus discarded stones,

and recording the decline in efficiency as the stone frag-

ment got smaller (Jensen et al. 1999). Although not at-

tempted on the FCR assemblage here, similar

experiments could be conducted during data recovery. 

While elements exhibiting characteristics of

this artifact type cover virtually any size grade imagina-

ble, high intensity surface fires can create similar mor-

phological markers on small stone pieces. We therefore

created a minimum size that we could use with a fairly

high level of certainty for classifying these items as cul-

turally derived.  Overall, this artifact class ranges from

5.3 by 4.0 by 1.4 millimeters, to pieces larger than

120.7 by 80.9 by 75.7 millimeters in size. 

Bone Artifacts. Five bone artifacts, bearing in-

tentional shaping or other marks of human origin, were

discovered during this project, all of which are beads or

bead fragments. Three bone beads (FS 4.17, 132.1,

133.1) were recovered during the course of excavation,

all from Test Unit 3. The first is a round, necklace-type

artifact measuring 4.7 millimeters long, 4.1 millimeters

wide and 2.0 millimeters thick, with a hole diameter of

2.8 millimeters. The second is roughly square in outline

and flat in cross-section, and is biconically drilled in the

center. It is a tabular, pendant-like specimen with a

length of 8.4 millimeters, width of 7.2 millimeters and

a thickness of 1.1 millimeters, with a hole diameter of

1.4 millimeters. The third is a tube-like bead derived

from a silvilagus tibia. It is 11.7 millimeters long, 7.6

millimeters wide and 6.5 millimeters thick, with a hole

diameter of 4.9 millimeters.   

The 2009 testing project at Fish Creek Cove

also resulted in the recovery of 1,162 pieces of non-

worked faunal bone. As mentioned previously, surface

artifacts of this class were not analyzed because of the

uncertainty of the agent of deposition. Due to the fact

that these artifacts were recovered from previously dis-

turbed contexts, they have yet to be analyzed. 

Organic Materials. Two shell beads were re-

covered during excavation at 42Wn503, both from Test

Unit 4 (Feature 16). The first is a round, necklace-type

bead measuring 3.4 millimeters long, 3.7 millimeters

wide and 2.9 millimeters thick, with a hole diameter of

2.1 millimeters. The second is a fragment of a necklace-

type, circular bead measuring 6.5 millimeters long, 4.2

millimeters wide and 4.1 millimeters thick, with a hole

diameter of 4.8 millimeters. Shell type was not deter-

mined for either artifact.

Two basketry fragments were recovered dur-

ing testing at site 42Wn503, both from 20 to 30 cen-

timeters bpgs in Test Unit 3 (Feature 15). The first (FS

73.1) consisted of a piece of one rod-and-bundle bas-

ketry measuring 22.2 by 10.9 by 4.1 millimeters.  The

second (FS 74.1) is a loosely wrapped fragment of wil-

low rods and withes that measures 16.3 by 10.8 by 6.7

millimeters in size.

Seventy-seven corncobs were collected from

site 42Wn503 during the testing portion of this project.

Several additional specimens were located on the site

surface, but were not collected. Data relevant to these

items is presented in Table 6 below. In addition to the

cobs, four intact kernels were also recovered from Test

Unit 3 (Feature 15) and collected for further analysis.

The data for these items is presented in Table 7. Fifteen

fragments of corn husk material were also encountered

during the present investigation and collected from Test

Units 3 and 4 for further analysis.  

Twelve gourd-shell fragments were recovered

during testing at 42Wn503. All are Curcurbita pepo frag-

ments, one of which was sent for radiometric analysis.

Several stems were also recovered and collected for ad-

ditional analysis.

Thirteen wooden items were recovered during

excavation at 42Wn503.  These items consist of aspen

bark, withes, a possible willow basket rod, and four pos-

sible corn roasting/drying sticks.  One corncob base

was recovered containing an embedded wooden stick.

More than 20 reed fragments were recovered from

42Wn503, consisting of fragments of Phragmites and
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bulrushes. While it is not known what these artifacts rep-

resent, it is likely that at least some of these items are

fragments of arrow main shafts, roofing material and

matting, as the Peabody Museum crew recovered all of

these items during their time here in 1928 (Morss 1931). 

Chronometric Data

Four organic samples were submitted for ra-

diometric analyses. Two were sent to Beta Analytic, Inc.

of Miami, Florida, and two were sent to the Center for

Applied Isotope Studies at the University of Georgia,

Athens. The first was a fragment of a gourd (FS 148.1)

obtained from 56 centimeters bpgs in Test Unit 4 (Fea-

ture 16). The second was a fragment of corn stalk (FS

46.1) recovered from 8 centimeters bpgs in Test Unit 4

(Feature 16). Third was a corncob (FS 89.3) from 26

centimeters bpgs in Test Unit 3 (Feature 15), and last

was a willow fragment (FS 98.1) recovered from 20 to

30 centimeters bpgs in Test Unit 3 (Feature 15) that we

believe to have once been incorporated in the wooden

superstructure excavated by Morss in 1928. All four

dates were recalibrated using the University of Wash-

ington CALIB 6.0.2 calibration program (Stuiver et al.

2005). Multiple ranges occur in all instances, the result

of short-term variations in atmospheric 14c contents at

certain time periods. All four dates are consistent with

a late Fremont occupation, probably from about A.D.

1000 to 1150, or a period consistent with the Pueblo II

elsewhere in the Southwest. The radiocarbon dating re-

sults are presented in Table 8. 

Efforts were also undertaken to examine the

dendrochronology of the exposed vertical wooden

beam at Test Unit 3.  The primary purpose of this inves-

tigation was to utilize dendrochronological methods to

provide an absolute calendar age for an upright post be-

lieved to be a part of a prehistoric structure excavated

in 1928 (see Morss 1931:19-20); and whether or not

(based on the cross-dating results) a more intensive cli-

Table 7:  Characteristics of the maize kernals recovered from

42Wn503.

Table 6:  Data related to corncobs found at 42Wn503.
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matic and chronological reconstruction for this area is

possible. This project involved the extraction of a ½-

inch core sample from an upright, pinyon pine post to

date a possible structure (see Morss 1931:19-20), and

to make initial assessments as to the viability of conduct-

ing further dendrochronological studies in this area. 

The post is located 54.6 meters west-north-

west of the primary datum at a bearing of 290 degrees.

It protrudes through the surface sediments 13.6 cen-

timeters. The exposed portion is burned and weathered

to a point that we could not make a determination as to

temporal placement, or to method of modification (saw,

ax, etc.).  The post measures 9.8 centimeters in diame-

ter and has most of the bark remaining.  The post is in

excellent condition and shows little evidence of weath-

ering.  The bark and exposed wood indicates the post is

derived from a locally obtained pinyon pine (Pinus edulis). 

The sampling of this feature involved record-

ing contextual information regarding possible function,

as well as the appropriate attributes (orientation, evi-

dence of modification, and the presence of bark, patina,

or beetle galleries) of the specimen. A digital photo-

graph of the specimen was also taken to visually docu-

ment the sample. The archaeological sample was

collected using a specially adapted, 1/2-inch diameter

hole saw, powered by a cordless drill. The sample was

numbered sequentially according to the order in which

they were obtained, utilizing the nomenclature “FCC”

to signify that the samples came from “Fish Creek Cove.”

The hole left by the sampling process was filled with a

1/2 –inch diameter cork that was labeled with the sam-

ple number, date and the initials of the collector. A clear

plastic tube with plastic stoppers was used to transport

the sample back to the lab. One sample was collected

from the post.  

The core sample was analyzed by Andrew T.

Yentsch on October 26, 27 and 29, 2009. It was exam-

ined under the magnification of a 3.5-90X Trinocular

Boom Microscope to ensure clear identification of each

individual ring. A skeleton plot was created, creating a

proxy measure of the ring attributes for the specimen.

This plot was then compared to a master chronology

developed for the area by utilizing the skeleton plot

method of graphical cross-dating.  In this process, the

innermost visibly complete ring is assigned the relative

year “1”, after which every subsequent 10th ring is

marked with a pencil. Skeleton plots were created for

each sample to relatively cross-date the rings of each se-

quence against all others. Each series was first compared

(dated) with the others to see whether or not the same

signatures were present.  This method assigns a relative

placement of each tree-ring to the exact calendar year

in which that particular ring was formed. An undated

(floating) chronology was then developed from the in-

ternally dated series. Finally, the floating chronology

was cross-dated against a master reference tree-ring

chronology for the region.  This was an initial evaluation

of the cross-dating potential of one wooden structural

element from archaeological site 42Wn503. 

We had hoped that this sample was from one

of the upright support posts of a structure exposed

and described by Noel Morss (1931:19-20). Unfortu-

nately, this specimen produced a cutting date of 1928,

and is therefore associated not with the prehistoric

structure, but with a historic structure constructed on

the site by Noel Morss at the close of his investigations

(Morss 1931:22).

Summary

Test excavations at Fish Creek Cove

(42Wn503) provided valuable information on several

levels, including the temporal context of the Fremont

at the site where the Fremont Complex was first de-

fined, a broad pattern of prehistoric subsistence based

Table 8:  Summary of radiocarbon data from Fish Creek Cove (42Wn503). Dates were recalibrated using the University of

Washington CALIB 6.0.2 program (Stuiver et al. 2005).
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on domestic and wild food sources, and land-use pat-

terns where Fish Creek Cove could have been the resi-

dential focal point of several surrounding special-use

sites such as temporary camps and food processing lo-

calities. These excavations also demonstrated that there

are subsurface cultural deposits that can make important

contributions to our understanding of regional prehis-

tory, and that the site is clearly eligible for the National

Register under Criterion D. 

Chronology. Although the radiocarbon analy-

ses were limited in scope, the data thus far suggest a

robust Fremont presence at Fish Creek Cove during

late Formative times, or equivalent to the Pueblo II pe-

riod elsewhere in the Southwest. The period of time

from A.D. 900 to 1300 was a time of considerable so-

ciopolitical stress throughout the Greater Southwest.

The first half of this period was a time generally char-

acterized by favorable climates and population expan-

sion. The latter half is typically described within the

context of periodic and persistent droughts (Benson et

al. 2007) and a concurrent increase in sociopolitical

stress (LeBlanc 1999; Turner and Turner 1999). This re-

sulted in competition that prompted defensive re-

sponses across the Southwest.

Madsen and Simms (1998:309) and Geib

(1996) have effectively argued for an apparent break-

down in the Colorado River ethnic boundary at about

A.D. 1000 that resulted in occupations north of the Col-

orado River being indistinguishable from those to the

south. Talbot (2000:182) has argued the breakdown oc-

curred about A.D. 900, as evidenced by the appearance

of new architectural styles and forms indicative of

Anasazi expansionism and interface with Fremont pop-

ulations. At Fish Creek Cove, this interface could be re-

flected by the appearance of Tsegi Orangeware and

black-on-white pottery with origins in the Kayenta re-

gion of northern Arizona.

The sociopolitical conflict evident in the later

Fremont period on the northern Colorado Plateau

clearly occurred within the context of major and per-

sistent droughts that plagued much of the western

United States. In particular, three droughts, one in the

late A.D. 900s to early A.D. 1000s, another in the mid

A.D. 1100s and another in the late A.D. 1200s, appear

to have had pan-regional impacts. As argued by Benson

et al. (2007), the first drought coincided with dramatic

population declines (or population shifts to new locali-

ties) among the Fremont living in northeastern Utah

and the eastern Great Basin, based on a dramatic decline

in the radiocarbon frequency curves after A.D. 1000,

and the appearance of defensive strategies in some areas

(Spangler 2002). The second drought in the mid-1100s

resulted in the abandonment of most of the great houses

in the central San Juan Basin, and in population declines

throughout the Southwest. The third drought about A.D.

1280 resulted in the abandonment of remaining popu-

lation centers.

The effect of these droughts on Fremont pop-

ulations is poorly understood, and population expansion

and contraction was not synchronous across the entire

Fremont region. Based on radiocarbon frequency

curves, population declines may have occurred in the

northeastern Great Basin at A.D. 1050, 1160 and 1290

(Berry and Berry 2003), and in the Uinta Basin by about

A.D. 1000 (Benson et al. 2007; Spangler 2002). The

limited radiocarbon data from Fish Creek Cove suggest

a Fremont presence here for a century or more before

the onset of the second prolonged drought. This does

not preclude the possibility the Fremont occupied the

site before or after this time.

Subsistence. The maize and squash remnants,

animal bone and chipped-stone and groundstone tools

and tool fragments evident at Fish Creek Cove argue for

a diverse subsistence pattern that relied extensively on

wild and domesticated food resources. Given the loca-

tion of the site at the base of wildlife-rich Boulder

Mountain, the fact prehistoric populations would have

exploited available wild fauna in this area is not surpris-

ing. More surprising is the abundance of domesticated

plant remains that are indicative of agricultural produc-

tion at Fish Creek Cove itself, a difficult endeavor at an

elevation above 7,000 feet where there is only intermit-

tent flowing water for irrigation. That maize was being

cultivated near Fish Creek Cove is implied by the pres-

ence of corn stalks and corn husks in the excavation

units. Research elsewhere has demonstrated that those

portions of corn plants without economic value, such

as husks and stalks, would not have been transported a

significant distance (Metcalfe and Barlow 1992), and

their presence here suggests that maize fields are located

nearby. It also suggests the possibility that more favor-

able climatic regimes from ca. A.D. 900 to 1150 could

have allowed dry farming in some areas, or that they re-
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sulted in higher water tables where drainages that are

currently dry much of the year would at that time have

flowed during most or all of the maize growing season.

Land-Use Patterns. There is little doubt that

the sheltered area of 42Wn503 was the focal point of a

major Fremont occupation, as evidenced by the dense

middens with thousands of surface artifacts and eroding

charcoal. However, these midden areas, adjacent to the

rock art panels, are but one component of a much larger

site and of a complex of surrounding sites. Test Unit 1

and Test Unit 2 demonstrated that the stabilized dune

areas to the south and east of the cove itself were uti-

lized, and that intact subsurface cultural deposits exist

(these may be secondary deposits eroding from special

use areas above). And nearby artifact scatters at

42Wn2861 and 42Wn2863 also appear to be special use

areas with an abundance of chipped-stone tools, ground-

stone and/or ceramics (the ceramics would appear to

place the sites in the same temporal context as Fish

Creek Cove itself). In total, Fish Creek Cove is more

than 4,000 square meters in size, whereas the cultural

landscape (sites in close proximity to Fish Creek Cove)

is at least 16,000 square meters in size. Collectively,

these data suggest that a more complete understanding

of human utilization of Fish Creek Cove should include

an examination of a broader landscape that includes the

pinyon-juniper canopy and stabilized dunes surrounding

the cove itself.
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Rock Art

The aesthetically impressive rock art panels at

Fish Creek Cove have garnered public attention for

more than 130 years, as evidenced by the abundance of

now-historic inscriptions dating to the 1870s and

1880s. The first formal documentation of the rock art

appears to be that found in the Morss monograph

(1931), which includes four photographs taken in

1928. A review of the Noel Morss catalog of photo-

graphs from his 1928-1929 expeditions revealed at

least eight rock art photographs taken at Fish Creek

Cove; other photos could also be of Fish Creek Cove

rock art but these were not clearly identified as such.

Morss described the rock art here as:

The pictographs on the cave walls at Site

11, Fish Creek Cove, Grover, are of great

interest. As one approaches the cave, the

eye is caught by a frieze of eight animals

of about natural size in red paint [see

Figure 52]. The height above ground

suggests that they were painted by some-

one standing on the present ground

level, but this is of little significance in

view of the considerable heights at which

pictographs are sometimes placed. The

first on the left is a heavy-set animal

with small horns. The second is appar-

ently an unfinished body of the same

type. The fourth, which is rendered in

outline, is a horned creature such as a

deer or elk. The other five (one of which

does not show in the illustration) are

rather delicately proportioned and might

be taken for doe. A peculiarity of all, ex-

cept the outlined figure, is that they

have no faces, although two have an

amorphous white area ahead of the neck.

To the left of the painted animals is an

object in a brighter shade of red and

white which appears to be a shield with

streamers, to the left of which again are

two anthropomorphs in still a different

shade, a chocolate brown [see Figure

53]. Other painted pictures include a

man above the fourth painted animal in

the same paint, a double circle in yellow

and white over the second animal, a

brown circle above, small animal figures

near the ground level, small filled-in cir-

cles in yellow or red, and at some dis-

tance to the right, a nearly obliterated

large human figure in red, and a Greek

fret in red.

At the same site there is a considerable

amount of pecked work, which is com-

prised mostly of mountain sheep and ser-

pentine designs. A well executed

representation of a buffalo is the only

unmistakable example of this animal

seen by us in the Fremont region proper

[see Figure 54]. Pecked anthropomorphs

are limited to a shorthand representation

of the cornuted figure showing the arc of

the collar and two tall horns, the latter

being grooves filled in with brown paint,

which occurs repeatedly.

The physical evidence as to the relative

age of these various types is not wholly

Figure 52:  View of seven of the eight large quadrupeds at Fish Creek Cove, as seen in 1928. This was Plate 14(a) in the

Morss monograph. Photo courtesy of the Peabody Museum, Harvard University.
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satisfactory. The wall has been subjected

to very uneven weathering and water ac-

tion, so that relative freshness affords a

poor criterion. The colors on the herd of

animals and on the shield are so fresh as

to suggest comparative newness. In the

case of the indistinct, large painted fig-

ure, there is a clear superimposition of

the grooved horn of one of the dancer

figures. On the other hand, another such

horn underlays the right-hand streamer

of the shield, as may be seen on close in-

spection of Plate 14-c [actually Plate

15-c, see Figure 55]. The order of other

interferences between the large animals

and pecked figures is not wholly clear;

the horns of a sheep cutting into the

belly of the first beast on the left would

appear to be later than the paint, as the

grooves contain no paint, but it is possi-

ble that the paint, roughly applied,

merely failed to reach the hollows, and

the artist of the sheep would not be

likely to place his subject in this position

intentionally.

Turning to the subject matter, the

painted animals and circular designs are

unlike other Fremont work, but we have

comparatively little painted material

from this district. The same acephalous

animals and small painted disks are

found in Nine Mile Canyon and the for-

Figure 53:  View of the large shield figure and two Fremont anthropomorphs, as seen in 1928. 

This was Plate 14A(c) in the Morss monograph. Photo courtesy of the Peabody Museum, 

Harvard University.

Figure 54:  Bison-like figure as observed in 1928. This was

Plate 17(a) in the Morss monograph. Photo courtesy of the

Peabody Museum, Harvard University.

Figure 55:  Unknown figures as seen in 1928. This was Plate

17(c) in the Morss monograph. Photo courtesy of the

Peabody Museum, Harvard University.
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mer trait also occurs at Cleopatra’s Cave

on Crescent Creek. As to the large shield,

somewhat similar designs were met with

in pecked work at Fruita, and in recent

work at Thompson.

On the basis of this evidence I am reluc-

tant to express even an opinion as to the

age of the large animals. I am, however,

inclined to believe that the large, shield-

shaped device is comparatively recent,

basing this conclusion largely upon the

fact that large, shield-shaped paintings

in caves have been found in other regions

associated with paintings of European

animals, although the cave deposit con-

tained only remains of unquestionable

antiquity. The fresh appearance of this

shield is thus accounted for. The white

faces on two of the animals appear to be

rendered in the same pigment as the

white half of the shield, but these may

well be later improvements as the other

animals do not possess them and no

counterpart is found in the acephalous

animals in Nine Mile Canyon. The evi-

dence of this painted shield would thus

tend to confirm the evidence as to the

age of the actual shields found by Bishop

Pectol afforded by their resemblance to

modern types [Morss 1931:36-38].

Polly Schaafsma later offered a brief descrip-

tion as part of her seminal Utah rock art study (Schaaf-

sma 1970, 1971), attributing the images to the Barrier

Canyon Style and San Rafael Fremont: Southern Zone

style. She stated:

The group of painted animals in a shel-

ter at Fish Creek Cove near Grover re-

mains an anomaly. The nearly life-sized

animals are painted in red with an un-

paralleled skill in a surprisingly natura-

listic style. Although some tend to have

an oval body form, the grace with which

the line of the neck, withers and backs

are rendered with an accenting heavy

line is reminiscent of Old  World cave

paintings. Another unusual aspect to

these animals is that, with one excep-

tion, they lack faces or heads. Circles and

small quadrupeds are painted over and

near the large animals and Fremont type

figures are carved over other paintings.

Other acephalous animals have been

noted at Site 31 in Nine Mile Canyon, a

rock shelter which contained both Bas-

ketmaker and Fremont materials [Ras-

mussen Cave], and in association with a

painted Barrier Canyon Style anthropo-

morph on North Wash. Similar animals

of heroic size, but not lacking heads, are

painted below and appear to be contem-

porary with the Barrier Canyon Style

anthropomorphs at Temple Mountain

Wash. Although Morss has expressed an-

other viewpoint, it may be suggested on

the basis of the superimpositions and of

the new evidence at Temple Mountain

Wash that the Fish Creek Cove animals

were executed by Barrier Canyon Style

artists. As such they may have preceded

in time the Fremont work also present in

the shelter [Schaafsma 1971:60].

The site was revisited in 1973 by Kenneth

Castleton (1984), who also offered a brief description

and three photographs. He described the site as:

This interesting site is just west of Capi-

tol Reef National Park and south of Tor-

rey; Fish Creek is a small perennial

stream that flows north, draining into

the Fremont River. Fish Creek Cove is a

beautiful area enclosed by yellow Navajo

Sandstone cliffs up to 300 feet high and

covered with sagebrush, rabbit brush, ju-

niper and ponderosa.

The site, which consists of one 125-foot

main panel and a secondary panel some

50 to 75 yards to the right of the first

one, is located in a shelter in the cliffs.

The principal feature is a line of large

red animals, perhaps deer, without

heads. There are a few Barrier Canyon

Style anthropomorphs with square
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heads, little decoration and no arms or

legs. There is a large shield figure – half

red and half white – with red legs and

no head or arms. Another large circle

outlined in red is decorated with red and

white vertical lines. There are also many

pecked and carved figures, including

sheep, a buffalo-like animal with short

horns, wavy lines, circles and dots. One

figure resembles a man with hoops (?) on

his arms. The secondary panel is com-

posed mainly of petroglyphs. At least two

time periods are represented at the

site… Many sherds and much debitage

observed. Old smoke stains are visible on

the cliff [Castleton 1984:149-151].

As described below, the rock art features at

Fish Creek Cove were re-documented in 2009, with

specific attention directed at the graffiti, some of which

is now historic. For organizational purposes, the site was

divided into one panel of graffiti and seven panels of

prehistoric rock art, some of which also have historic

components. A panel is herein defined as a cluster of

rock art images separated from another cluster by a dis-

tance of at least 2 meters. Rock art images span the en-

tire sheltered area, and they extend almost 50 meters

farther to the east along an exposed cliff face.

Panel 1

Panel 1 is located on the western extremity of

the cliff face and west of the sheltered area with dense

midden materials. It consists entirely of graffiti, some

of which is probably historic based on the amount of

weathering. There are no historic dates associated with

this panel, which features the deeply incised initials BH,

CH and SW; the scratched names Catherine Black,

Robert, and Jim And; and a deeply incised name of

“Paige” and a plus symbol (Figure 56). No prehistoric

images were observed at this panel.

Panel 2

Panel 2 is located just to the east of Panel 1 and

near the western edge of the sheltered area with dense

midden materials. It features a large amount of historic

and modern graffiti, as well as three small and obscure

prehistoric images. Much of the graffiti is not legible.

Historic elements include the inscriptions MF Fullmer

with a date of 1922, and Hagent with a date of ’08,

which could be 1908 or 2008 (Figure 57). There is also

a 1955 date which is now historic. The graffiti is not ex-

ecuted over the top of the prehistoric images. The pet-

roglyphs include a solid-pecked meandering line that

ends on the left (west) in a small circle (Figure 58), a

small abstract stipple-pecked figure directly below the

line, and a crude stipple-pecked quadruped pecked in

outline with widely spaced dints. This latter figure could

Figure 56: Graffiti name “Paige” at Panel 1.

Figure 57: Possible historic graffiti at Panel 2.

Figure 58:  Very faint prehistoric figure (center frame)

at Panel 2.
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be a modern attempt to replicate rock art as it lacks any

stylistic precision. Inscriptions and signatures evident

here are summarized in Table 9.

Panel 3

Panel 3 is located in the western edge of the

sheltered area and just east of Panel 2. This small panel

features modern and potentially historic graffiti, as well

as several prehistoric petroglyphs and possible remnants

of red pigment. Discernible inscriptions include the

names Nancy and Latisha Moosman and an associated

date of 2000 (Figure 59), Alice Hansen with an indis-

cernible date (Oct), and the initials CDC. The prehis-

toric petroglyphs are executed on an irregular and

friable cliff surface and are heavily eroded. Identifiable

figures include a Fremont anthropomorph with arms

extended out and down from the shoulders, two possi-

ble stick-figure anthropomorphs with upraised arms, an

unknown quadruped, a possible second quadruped that

is mostly eroded and three or four abstract (or highly

eroded) images (Figure 60). These images (n=10) lack

the technical precision of other Fremont figures at Fish

Creek Cove, and they appear to be more representative

of the San Rafael Northern Zone style (e.g., the style

prevalent in the Tavaputs Plateau area). There are small

and light red discoloration around the images that could

be red pigment.

Panel 4

Panel 4 is located in the middle-western por-

tion of the sheltered area and immediately adjacent to

Test Unit 5. It is the first major panel at Fish Creek

Cove, and it features copious amounts of historic and

modern graffiti, and more than 100 pecked and painted

Panel 2

Name/Initials Associated Date Other Identifiers

Oir

Shawn Ivie

Sam Morrill 

Hagent ‘08

Rosa Frank

Thor

John

Jen 

HW 

Cunuk 

N

M 

JW Allen 

DD Fullmer

MF Fullmer 1922

Ferl Lewis Delta, Ut

Houston T

Linda ‘84

AM AJ06

E Carnesecca

AR

LH

LED Oct 55

Table 9:  List of historic and/or modern names, dates and initials at Panel 2.

Figure 59: Representative example of graffiti at Panel

3, Fish Creek Cove.
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prehistoric images. There are at least 40 sets of names

and/or initials, 10 of which carry historic dates between

1878 and 1924. Prominent inscriptions include “GW

Richards May 2, 1913” (Figure 61) and “Thomas H Dob-

som 1897” (Figure 62). Two of the dates are equivocal:

One could be 1885 or 1985, and the other could be

1905 or 2005. The earliest date of 1878 is associated

only with the initials “HB.” Inscriptions and signatures

are summarized in Table 10.

The prehistoric images exhibit different styles,

considerable superimposition and possible prehistoric

figure modification, suggesting repeated use of this lo-

cality for rock art purposes by different groups of indi-

viduals, perhaps over a long period of time. Because of

the size and complexity of this panel, and to facilitate

the discussion here, it was organized into five sections

from west to east. Panel 5a on the west features a fairly

dense concentration of pecked images (ca.20), and at

least two images in red pigment. There are traces of red

pigment in four other areas that could be remnants of

eroded figures that are no longer discernible. Pecked

figures include at least four concentric circles, one spi-

ral, a large solidly pecked Fremont trapezoidal anthro-

pomorph, two bighorn sheep with sweeping horns, a

long straight line, a row of short horizontal lines (ca. 8)

stacked vertically, and several abstract or indiscernible

figures (Figure 63). All are solidly pecked. There are ran-

dom dints superimposed over some concentric and the

spiral. Pictographs include a red circle painted in outline

and a small (possible) rectilinear red anthropomorph

near ground level.

Panel 4b immediately to the east features one

small but prominent red anthropomorph about 1 meter

above present ground surface and at least two pecked

images (Figure 64). The anthropomorph is slightly

trapezoidal with a bucket head, flared shoulders, no

arms and straight legs with no feet. Near the top of the

head are two incised horizontal lines; a second set of

two horizontal lines has been incised across the middle

of the torso. To the left of this figure is an abstract figure

Figure 60:  Prehistoric images at Panel 3, Fish Creek

Cove. Note the irregular cliff surface.

Figure 61:  Richards inscription at Panel 4, Fish Creek

Cove. Note the prehistoric images around it.

Figure 62:  Dobsom 1897 inscription at Panel 4, Fish

Creek Cove. Note the stick figures below that could be

modern additions.

Figure 63:  Close-up view of pecked circles and spirals

at Panel 4a, Fish Creek Cove.
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(possibly a meandering line) that has been chalked. In-

tersecting this figure is a long vertical line that ends at

the top in a trident or circle. These two figures are

solidly pecked. There are at least three deep holes below

and left of the anthropomorph, but these could be nat-

ural (they do not appear to be bullet holes).

Panel 4c immediately to the east is dominated

by two large classic Fremont anthropomorphs painted

solid red (initially described by Morss). There are also

(ca.) six pecked figures, most of them below the two

anthropomorphs. The two large Fremont anthropo-

morphs in the upper left portion feature square or

bucket heads (Figure 65). The one of the left is mostly

eroded and obscured by water runoff. It features a single

horizontal pecked line across the middle of the head and

a second horizontal line across the top of the shoulders,

which are slightly flared. The legs are no longer dis-

cernible. The Fremont anthropomorph on the right fea-

tures two different red pigments, the head being darker

Panel 4

Name/Initials Associated Date Other Identifiers

GW Richards May 2, 1913

DM SR ‘05 Heart symbol: I will always love you

BL

P

N Sheffett April 17, 1881

Hulda Artmisha

Eliza

Berthia

Hiske

Thomas H Dobsom 1897

CJN

May Ya-fiell

F.S. F.S. Nash Mar 1924

MKL

DN Heap

Ph—works 1889

DN

Mania (?)

E ME

Tahlia ‘85

X

HB 1878

ROU-late

EV

WH

WHHEAPSIP Jan 6, ‘10

Delia Fordham

AP Fordham May 11th 1913

F.H.

AM

LEL AND

EDNASEF

SEP

ML

DALLEN Jan

Raychel

CEO M

FA

A

D—ed July 8-

Table 10:  List of names, dates and initials at Panel 4, Fish Creek Cove.
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than the torso. The head features two closely spaced

pecked horizontal lines near the top of the head and a

diagonal pecked line across the torso. This figure fea-

tures straight legs with no feet and flared shoulders.

There are at least two horizontal lines, one with possible

horns on one end and the other with two circles, one at

each end. The circle at the right has scratched lines ex-

tending outward that could be a later modification of

the image (perhaps modern defacement). One

quadruped, probably a bighorn sheep was pecked into

the cliff face and then the interior was abraded to a

smooth surface. There are several other pecked figures

that are not discernible. One stick-figure anthropo-

morph is probably a modern addition to the panel.

Panel 4d is dominated by a large red and white

classic shield figure mentioned by Morss (1931), Schaaf-

sma (1970, 1971) and Castleton (1984). The shield fig-

ure consists of a large painted circle, the left half in dark

red and the right half in white with a red line outlining

the entire circle (Figure 66). There are two thick, rec-

tangular protrusions below (probably legs) and a thin

protrusion in between (probably a phallus) that has been

partially destroyed by a bullet impact. Around this figure

are remnants of four possible anthropomorphs, as evi-

denced by precisely pecked necklaces or pendants. One

features three semicircular lines with (ca.) 20 very short

lines extending from the lower semicircle, another has

two semicircular rows of dots, and the other features a

semicircular row of short lines with traces of red pig-

ment inside the pecked areas. This latter figure also fea-

tures three semicircular thin red lines above and two

thin red lines that could be horns (the head is no longer

discernible). To the right is another row of three semi-

circular pecked lines and one red line.

Other figures include a vertical row of short

horizontal lines that were first pecked and then painted

red and several pecked oval shapes that could be

quadruped torsos. There are at least seven pecked

quadrupeds, probably bighorn sheep. One bighorn

sheep is noteworthy because of red pigment splatters

extending from the nose and stomach areas, as if the an-

imal is bleeding (Figure 67). This is not mentioned in

any of the three reports cited above and could be a mod-

ern addition to the panel sometime after 1973. There is

also a row of eight large dots extending from the nose

area that were pecked and then painted red. Also in this

Figure 64:  Red anthropomorph at Panel 4b, Fish Creek

Cove. Note the chalked figure to the left.

Figure 65:  View of large Fremont anthropomorphs at

Panel 4c, Fish Creek Cove. Compare to Figure 53.

Figure 66:  Classic shield figure at Panel 4d. Note the

bullet holes and possible necklace image to the left of

the shield figure. Compare to Figure 53 above.
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area are at least 17 vertical grooves in four different

clusters. It is unknown if these are sharpening grooves

(they are relatively shallow) or whether they are part of

rock art images that are no longer discernible.

Panel 4e immediately to the east is dominated

by a large red circle painted in outline with three verti-

cal lines on the interior, two in red and one in white

(Figure 68). There is also a pecked quadruped on the in-

terior of the circle. Other figures include a classic

Kokopelli figure (hump-backed flute player) painted in

red (Figure 69), eight thin red horizontal lines, a row of

four horizontal lines that were pecked and then painted

red, and numerous solid-pecked quadrupeds (most are

heavily eroded and only partially discernible).

Panel 5

Panel 5 is located roughly in the center of the

sheltered area and adjacent to Test Unit 3. This is the

largest panel at Fish Creek Cove and one that attracts

the most public attention due to eight very large red

quadrupeds (these are popularly referred to as deer or

elk though they generally lack identifying traits). These

figures represent an unusual style in that they lack the

typical precision of Fremont rock art, all but one are

missing their heads, and some may have been modified

or augmented by later prehistoric groups. This panel

also features considerable modern and historic graffiti

spanning more than a century, beginning as early as

1880 and with additions as recent as 2007 (Figure 70).

The graffiti is so extensive that a complete catalog was

not possible, although all graffiti was photo-documented

(see also Table 11). Because of the size and complexity

of this panel, and to facilitate the discussion here, it was

organized into seven sections from west to east, each

centered on one of the large quadrupeds.

Figure 67:  Pecked bighorn sheep figure with “blood

splatters” at Panel 4d. Note the row of dots with red

pigment extending from the nose.

Figure 68:  Large red and white circle and lines at

Panel 4e, Fish Creek Cove. Note the pecked sheep and

graffiti on the interior of the circle.

Figure 69:  Possible humped-back flute player at Panel

4e, Fish Creek Cove. Note the pecked images above,

below and left of  it.
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Panel 5a is located around the westernmost

quadruped (Figure 71). This figure is a large red oval

quadruped missing its head (the legs are only partially

visible due to erosion). The initials CN have been pecked

inside the body cavity. To the right are two splatters of

red pigment (resembling blood splatters). Below are at

least nine pecked quadrupeds, two of which have bodies

that were subsequently abraded to a smooth surface.

There are traces of red pigment inside and around some

of the petroglyphs. Some pecked figures have been oblit-

erated and others significantly damaged by graffiti.

Panel 5b immediately to the east is a large red

oval shape with head, neck or legs. Surrounding this

figure is a thin red circle and a partial white circle.

There are four bullet holes in the red oval shape and

three outside but within the red circle (Figure 72). On

the interior of the circle are five solidly pecked

quadrupeds, probably bighorn sheep. Outside the circle

are at least four additional pecked quadrupeds, two of

which have been largely removed by abrasion and one

of which is an antlered figure (deer or elk). Also below

the circle are three small red quadrupeds and three

areas with red pigment.

Panel 5c immediately to the east is a large red

oval quadruped with four distinct legs and a neck, but

the head is largely missing or is only partially repre-

sented (Figure 73). There is a pecked deer or elk figure

on the interior of the body that appears to post-date the

painted figure. There is one pecked bighorn sheep with

sweeping horns below the red figure, but the body has

been largely obliterated by graffiti. Other figures are

probably present but are not legible due to the copious

graffiti and defacement of the cliff surface in this area.

Panel 5d immediately to the east is a red oval

quadruped painted in outline (Figure 74). The nose area

is painted solid red, as are two protrusions that could

be ears or horns. There is red pigment below the neck

area, and two areas of red pigment below the body area.

There is at least one pecked image (indiscernible), and

others are likely present here but they have been oblit-

erated by graffiti.

Panel 5e abuts Panel 5d and features a large

oval quadruped painted solid red (Figure 75). There is a

red anthropomorph holding a circle, possibly a shield,

Figure 70: Recent graffiti at Panel 5, Fish Creek Cove.

Figure 71:  Panel 5a at Fish Creek Cove.

Figure 72: Panel 5b at Fish Creek Cove. Note the bullet

holes in the center.
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Panel 5

Name/Initials Associated Date Other Identifiers

CN

Danielle Hildebrand 8-1-04

8-5-05

Danny 2007 Charcoal sheep image

Vicio

HC

Adelia

Jestains 22 Delta, UT

N

JC

WE Thurber

AK Thurber

YUI

Jim A 7-39

James Deweese Thurber

Orlando Thurber 7-39

YUI Lover

EE

H

EEND UN

DE 02

F Lewis 1923 Delta

Charles D Forsythe Nov. 9, 1890

Russell W 1972

JRC

Abbie De mola

LOLL

Danny, Sara, Marie, Spencer July 2007 Black charcoal

Adeline July Black charcoal

WIB

HAES Heart image

Barney 9/30/05

Ruben Frankland

WIL JAI Forsythe May 9, ‘90

Benami Perkins

MaryAnn Perkins May 1, 1887

DCA

1890

DJ

HC

FAA Works April 23, 1885

GH Holiiiday 11 June 1880

MB LB

P Peden

LM

Robert Burns 8-1-24

N E

VEVA

July 29, 1919

ML Burns

Bean

Artie Jones 1932

Eric

Martol

Daniel Ballen May 23, 1913

BN

OC Snow 9-30-05

WS

Earl S

MJ BL 1932

Lewis Adams May 2, 1887

Table 11:  Partial list of names, dates and initials at Panel 5, Fish Creek Cove.
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above the quadruped and a red circle in outline below

the quadruped and two red circles above. The

quadruped features a neck but has no head. Surrounding

the quadruped body is a thin red line, and there are thin

red cross-hatches between the animal’s legs. There are

also thin red lines emanating from the stomach area as

if blood splatter. There is one bullet hole in the stomach

area and some graffiti over the red pigment. Petroglyphs

were not observed in association with this quadruped,

but these could have been obliterated by the copious

graffiti here.

Panel 5f abuts Panel 5e and also features a large

oval quadruped painted solid red (Figure 76). The figure

has a distinct neck but no head, and there is a circular

patch of red pigment below the neck. Around the front

legs is a red checkerboard pattern with four rows of six

to seven squares. There is red pigment splattered below

the chest cavity akin to blood splatter. This is not men-

tioned in any of the three earlier documentations, and

this could be a modern addition to the images. There is

a red circle and splattered red pigment behind the

quadruped, as well. No petroglyphs are associated with

this figure, although these could have been obliterated

by the graffiti.

Panel 5g on the eastern side is another large

oval quadruped painted solid red (Figure 77). This figure

Table 11 (Cont.): Partial list of names, dates and initials at Panel 5, Fish Creek Cove.

Panel 5

Name/Initials Associated Date Other Identifiers

LIH

Bill Livingston 1963

Linda Paxton

SK 75

Jim A 1939

O Thurber

JB

Rudolph T. Lewis Oct. 13, 1889

Sept JC 1900

AE Adams May 10, 1887

RL

CWO

Jim Anderson

Orlando Thurber

Richard July 29, 1939

OWF

A

DJ Stewart 1887

EWO 1980

RUTOI

JC 1960

Figure 73:  Panel 5c at Fish Creek Cove. Figure 74:  Panel 5d at Fish Creek Cove.
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has legs that appear to depict cloven hooves. The figure

has a distinct neck but no head, and there is splattered

red pigment below the neck, perhaps depicting blood

splatter (not mentioned in earlier documentations).

The cliff surface around the torso has been abraded

smooth and the lower torso features a thin red line run-

ning the entire length of the body. There is red pigment

in two areas below the chest cavity, perhaps depicting

blood splatter. At the rear of the animal is a vertical

pecked line that was executed sometime after the

quadruped was painted. There is also one solid-pecked

bighorn sheep figure and an area of random dints below

the quadruped (other figures are present here but are

not discernible). There are multiple areas around this

figure with abraded surfaces, but these are likely the

result of individuals preparing the cliff surface for the

addition of names and dates.

Panel 5h on the far eastern side of Fish Creek

Cove features an oval quadruped painted solid red (Fig-

ure 78). It has thin legs, a short neck, no head and a

curved line above where the head would have been.

There are thin red cross-hatches between the legs and

random splatters of red pigment above the figure. Also

present here are a Fremont-style trapezoidal anthropo-

morph painted in red outline with a square solid-red

head but with no arms or legs, and a partial trapezoidal

anthropomorph, also painted in red outline and featur-

ing a “rake” head or headdress. In front of the quadruped

are areas with random dints. There are also possible

remnants of yellow pigment here. If other figures are

present below the quadruped these are now illegible

due to the copious amounts of graffiti. 

To the right (east) of this panel is a sheltered

area that has largely filled with sediments that appear

to be undisturbed by vandalism (Figure 79). It should

also be noted that the Morss Collection at the Peabody

Museum has a close-up image of the left side of Panel

5 that was not published in the monograph (Figure 80).

Figure 75:  Panel 5e at Fish Creek Cove.

Figure 76: Panel 5f at Fish Creek Cove.

Figure 77:  Panel 5g at Fish Creek Cove.

Figure 78:  Panel 5h at Fish Creek Cove.
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Panel 6

Panel 6 is located east of Panel 5 and just east

of the sheltered area. It features several petroglyphs and

small pictographs, as well as considerable amounts of

graffiti, some historic. The oldest inscription is dated to

1889 and the most recent addition was in 2008 (Figure

81). Inscriptions and signatures are summarized in Table

12. Prehistoric figures here include a quadruped pecked

in outline and three abstract or indiscernible figures;

three small red quadrupeds with remnants of red pig-

ment that could depict three additional quadrupeds

(Figure 82); indiscernible remnants of red and rust-col-

ored pigment; and a row of nine vertical black lines. A

red arrow shape at the eastern side of the panel is prob-

ably a modern addition.

Panel 7

Panel 7 is located east of the cove itself on a

vertical cliff surface that is largely unprotected. This panel

features several petroglyphs and red pictographs. Graffiti

is quite limited and none of the names or initials is cur-

rently legible. The prehistoric images here are small but

are nonetheless quite remarkable. These include a red

arm and hand with four fingers that extends down from

a naturally discolored area of the cliff face, at least seven

red hand prints, and three classic Fremont anthropo-

morphs, as well as several areas with red pigment where

the images are no longer discernible (Figure 83). 

One Fremont figure on the left features a

trapezoidal body pecked in outline, a curved row of

circles on the upper chest, a diagonal line across the

torso and two horizontal lines across the bottom of the

torso. It has no arms or legs; the head is not clearly

discernible but two long horns are visible above. Im-

mediately to the right is another trapezoidal anthro-

pomorph pecked in outline. It has no arms or legs, but

has a square head with one pecked horn and one horn

painted in red. Inside the torso there are four parallel

semicircular pecked lines near the top, a fringed diag-

onal line across the torso and three pecked horizontal

lines at the bottom. The third figure is only partially

visible. It features a trapezoidal shape pecked and

abraded in outline, two horizontal pecked lines at the

Figure 79: Undisturbed sheltered area on the east side

of Panel 1.

Figure 80: Unpublished photo from 1928 of the left side

of Panel 5 (5a, 5b and 5c). Photo courtesy of the

Peabody Museum, Harvard University.

Figure 81:  Recent graffiti at Panel 6 at Fish Creek

Cove. Note the 2002 and 2008 dates.

Figure 82:  Remnants of red pictographs, possibly styl-

ized quadrupeds, at Panel 6 at Fish Creek Cove.
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bottom and three pecked semicircular lines at the top.

It has no discernible head, arms or legs. The Noel

Morss Collection at the Peabody Museum has three

photographs of this panel, none of which were pub-

lished in the monograph (see Figures 84 and 85).

Figure 83:  Two Fremont anthropomorphs at Panel 7 at

Fish Creek Cove.

Panel 6

Name/Initials Associated Date Other Identifiers

KCA 2002

AC Perk 1972

Ryanne

Branson 2008

JOI A

Kac

Max

Mark Emilk

Yurom 13 Oct. 1889

XB Arlene

FR

DALS

BY

CEC 1961

WG

DD

Melvin P 7.19.14

EH IXX4

DH LMH

EH Loa

Violeto Red arrow

Table 12:  List of names, dates and initials at Panel 6, Fish Creek Cove.

Figure 84:  Unpublished photo of Panel 7 at Fish Creek

Cove taken in 1928. Photo courtesy of the Peabody 

Museum, Harvard University.
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Panel 8

Panel 8 is the easternmost of the Fish Creek

Cove panels. It features a small number of prehistoric

petroglyphs and pictographs, mostly on an eroded cliff

surface. There is also a considerable amount of graffiti,

including a pecked cowboy in profile and Euroameri-

can-style house (Figure 86), both of which were exe-

cuted over the top of a series of seven or eight

prehistoric red circles. The inscriptions depict dates as

early as 1947 and as recent as 2004 (Figure 87; see also

Table 13). Prehistoric images include a classic Fremont-

style anthropomorph pecked in outline with two par-

allel pecked semicircular lines near the upper chest and

with two parallel red lines emanating upward from

each side of where the head would be (Figure 88).

There is a red circle in the torso area that appears to

predate the Fremont anthropomorph. Also present

here are solid-pecked images of a zigzag line, six or

seven unknown quadrupeds, rows of short lines, undu-

lating and meandering lines and various abstract and

amorphous images. Most figures are not discernible

due to extensive erosion.

Summary

Although Schaafsma (1970, 1971) and Castle-

ton (1984) make a case for Barrier Canyon Style images

at Fish Creek Cove, none of the figures here are clearly

attributed to that style. And although the large size and

naturalistic qualities of the large quadrupeds are similar

to images associated with Barrier Canyon anthropo-

morphs elsewhere, there is no corroborating evidence

at Fish Creek Cove that these images are antecedent to

the Fremont culture. In content and composition, the

large quadrupeds are unique. Most of hundreds of the

pecked and painted images cannot be confidently as-

signed to any particular style. Those with diagnostic

Figure 85:  Unpublished photo of Panel 7 at Fish Creek

Cove taken in 1928. Photo courtesy of the Peabody 

Museum, Harvard University.

Figure 86:  View of modern art images at Panel 8 at Fish

Creek Cove.

Figure 87:  View of recent graffiti at Panel 8 at Fish

Creek Cove. Note the prehistoric petroglyphs below and

arround the graffiti.

Figure 88:  View of classic Fremont anthropomorph at

Panel 8, Fish Creek Cove.
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traits include classic Fremont anthropomorphs with

precisely pecked trapezoidal torsos, interior body dec-

orations, and square or bucket-shaped heads, often with

elaborate headdresses. These conform to the definition

offered by Schaafsma for the San Rafael Fremont:

Southern Zone.

In southern San Rafael sites, the distinc-

tive Fremont anthropomorphic figure re-

gains its position of dominance and

manifests some of the elaboration and

technical excellence found in the Uinta

Basin. Complex headgear, facial decora-

tion and necklaces again appear, but

with less variety and with characteristics

peculiar to this southern region. Round

hairbobs (or earrings?) are found on

many southern San Rafael anthropo-

morphs. A number of figures are charac-

terized by a diagonal line drawn across

the torso, which perhaps represents a car-

rying strap. The dot decoration so com-

monly employed on figures in the Uinta

sites is only rarely seen in the southern

San Rafael…. Among the attributes

shared by the anthropomorphs of these

two art forms are the persistent lack of

appendages, the long, rounded or ex-

tended chin, and the tendency for both

classes of figures to occur in pairs

[Schaafsma 1971:41].

The presence of a classic shield figure at Fish

Creek Cove is more problematic in that some scholars

believe it to be part of the pantheon of Fremont motifs,

whereas others attribute shield figures to ancestral Utes.

Shield figures are particularly common in the Uinta

Basin, Tavaputs Plateau, northwestern Plains and

Canyonlands areas. In Canyonlands, pigments from a

painted shield figure were dated to Pueblo III times

(Chafee et al. 1994:780).

Keyser (1975) and Wright (1978) have argued

that shield figures are Shoshonean in origin and reflect

a coexistence of Fremont and Numic-speaking peoples.

Keyser (1975:211) has argued for a period of interac-

tion and competition between Fremont and Numic-

speaking groups that would have afforded an

opportunity for the Shoshone to borrow the shield-

bearing warrior rock art motif from Fremont peoples.

Shoshoneans then carried the motif onto the northwest-

ern Plains in the A.D. 1400s. Butler (1983:8) has hy-

pothesized the shield-bearing warrior motif was

evidence of a northeastern migration of Fremont peo-

ples onto the Northwestern Plains after A.D. 1300

(1983b:9). Schaafsma (1971) and Chafee et al. (1994)

considered the motif to be an indigenous development

of the Fremont culture (Chafee et al. 1994:780).

Panel 8

Name/Initials Associated Date Other Identifiers

Wilma (surname indiscernible)

Duke 02

JOA June 10, ‘46

Daniel Cook

CMS ‘04

SLP 2004

LE

Leta Coleman

T

V1

Eva W

Tildats

ORP

Tomer

JA

MA-A-K

Table 13:  List of names, dates and initials at Panel 8 at Fish Creek Cove.
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The rock art panels at Fish Creek Cove have

suffered extensively from public visitation over the past

130 years. The most obvious impacts are the addition of

hundreds of names, dates, initials and art images, some

as recently as 2008. In many instances, the inscriptions

and signatures were executed over the top of prehistoric

images, and some prehistoric images have been almost

entirely obliterated by these acts. Other impacts include:

l Figure Modification. Several figures appear to
have been augmented by the addition of incised lines

and crude images that are inconsistent with the prehis-

toric pecking styles (these could also be modifications

by later prehistoric groups). It is also possible that red

paint was added to several quadrupeds that now appear

to be “bleeding” from wounds. This unusual character-

istic is not mentioned in reports by Morss (1931),

Schaafsma (1971) or Castleton (1984), and it is possible

the red paint was added sometime after Castleton vis-

ited the site in 1973.

l Figure Abrasion. Several figures appear to have
been intentionally removed through abrasion of the cliff

surface. Although such obliteration could have occurred

prehistorically, in some instances here it appears the im-

ages were removed to create a smooth surface for the

addition of names, dates and initials.

l Chalking. Several figures appear to have remnants
of white chalk. Chalking was a common method in the

1930s and 1940s to enhance contrast for black-and-

white photographs.

l Modern Figures. There are multiple instances of
modern images being added to prehistoric panels. These

include depictions of a house, a cowboy in profile, a red-

painted arrow, stick-figure anthropomorphs and possi-

bly several quadrupeds. 

l Bullet Holes. Both of the large circle figures and
the round shield figure exhibit multiple impact scars,

probably from high-powered rifles (the holes are com-

paratively wide and deep). In these instances, it appears

the circle was viewed as a target. There are also random

bullet holes elsewhere on the cliff face, some of which

have impacted prehistoric images and some of which

have not.
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Summary and Recommendations

As discussed throughout this report, the Fish

Creek Cove Site (42Wn503) constitutes one of the most

significant archaeological sites in the state of Utah, due

in large part to its prominence in the Noel Morss (1931)

manuscript that effectively defined the Fremont Culture

as separate and distinct from the better known Ancestral

Puebloan (Anasazi) groups to the south.  This site is one

of several in the immediate area that are probably related

to and contemporaneous to Fish Creek Cove. This site

retains the capacity to make future contributions to the

understanding of the Fremont culture. As such, the site

is recommended as eligible to the National Register

under Criteria A, B, C and D. In brief:

l This site is eligible under Criterion A in
that it is associated with broad patterns of regional pre-

history, in particular the Fremont Culture, a term used

to describe Formative period farmer-foragers north of

the Colorado River.

l This site is eligible under Criterion B in
that it is associated with an individual of regional im-

portance, specifically Noel Morss, the father of the Fre-

mont Culture concept, whose excavations here defined

the Fremont Culture. It is also possible that historic in-

scriptions and signatures at this site are associated with

individuals of local importance.

l The rock art evident at this site is eligible
under Criterion C in that the images while lacking indi-

vidual distinction, are significant and distinguishable inas-

much as the images and motifs are part of a larger catalog

considered unique to the region.

l The site is eligible under Criterion D in
that it retains subsurface deposits that have contributed

important information to an understanding of the Fre-

mont Culture, as evidenced by the Noel Morss excava-

tions in 1928 and the test excavations described in this

report. Subsurface deposits, as well as a study of the

rock art present here, also have the potential to make

important contributions in the future.

During the course of our investigations, the

importance of this site was confirmed. Indeed, the site

represents a major and perhaps long-term occupation

by Fremont groups engaged in animal and plant pro-

cessing, the cultivation of maize and squash, and the cre-

ation of elaborate rock art panels. This occurred in late

Formative times (ca. A.D. 1000), although the site could

have been occupied much earlier and perhaps much

later than this period of time. All four radiocarbon dates

reported here are associated with terminal Fremont

times, or a narrow period of florescence before a re-

gion-wide depopulation that occurred about 1150 A.D.

The relationship of this site to other Fremont sites in

the region, or to sites farther north and west are poorly

understood, but such questions remain the topic of on-

going research across the northern Colorado Plateau.

This site is experiencing serious degradation

due to a number of factors, primarily related to public

visitation that has resulted in repeated episodes of graf-

fiti, vandalism and bioturbation of cultural deposits.

These adverse impacts are described below, along with

recommendations as to possible methods to militate

these impacts.

Problem 1: The vehicle staging area at the beginning of the

trail head has inadequate parking and offers no information

or guidance regarding proper behavior expected of visitors to

cultural resources on public lands.

During the course of the 2009 investigations, the

parking area was investigated by a crew of two walking 2-

meter-wide transects in a north-south direction and again

in an east-west direction to ensure complete coverage of

that area where most vehicular traffic occurs. Two flakes

of lithic debitage were observed on the west side of the

parking area eroding towards an ephemeral drainage. This

area also exhibited what appeared to be exposed grayish

soils in some localities. A trowel test of these soils revealed

dispersed charcoal that was limited to the upper 10 cen-

timeters of the deposits. This charcoal exhibited charac-

teristics consistent with a surface fire, probably a natural

range fire. No artifacts were observed. While conducting

these investigations, visitors were observed arriving and

leaving in their vehicles. The congestion that occurred

prompted some individuals to back their vehicles into

undisturbed areas on either side of the road where there

is a potential for intact subsurface deposits.

Recommendations: Based on an absence of

convincing evidence that the road and existing parking

area are directly impacting cultural resources, this area

may be appropriate for vehicle parking. However, we

recommend that the parking area be expanded to better
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accommodate vehicles as they turn around to leave. An

expanded parking area would help to avoid any unnec-

essary impacts to potential resources in those undis-

turbed areas adjacent to the parking area. This locality

would also be appropriate for BLM signage welcoming

visitors to public lands and reminding them that cultural

resources are protected by federal law. Any expansion

of the parking area should be accompanied by appropri-

ate Section 106 compliance, including adequate survey,

testing and Native American consultation.

Problem 2: The existing access trail is wide enough to accom-

modate off-road vehicles (ORVs). And although ORV use of the

trail was not observed during the course of our 2009 investiga-

tions, local informants indicate that individuals on ORVs are fre-

quently on the trail and at the main panels at Fish Creek Cove. 

ORV use of the trail constitutes a major threat

to cultural deposits, both at the midden below Panels 3

to 5 and in the stabilized dune areas on either side of the

trail. The 2009 investigations included a pedestrian sur-

vey of the trail itself and to a distance of 5 meters on ei-

ther side of the trail to determine the presence of

cultural materials that could be directly impacted by

pedestrians. A light scattering of lithic debitage was ob-

served the entire length of the existing trail and on both

sides of the trail. Test Unit 1 and Test Unit 2 were situ-

ated along the trail to determine whether the materials

were eroding from intact subsurface contexts. In both

instances, artifacts were observed in subsurface con-

texts, but these are believed to be secondary deposits

from an as-yet unidentified source farther up slope. As

such, the existing trail and consequent erosion resulting

from it does not appear to be directly affecting the in-

tegrity of subsurface deposits, and re-routing the trail

is deemed unnecessary at this time.

Recommendations: In light of the potential

for significant damage to cultural resources at the mid-

den area and in undisturbed contexts adjacent to the

trail, we recommend that the trail be closed to vehicular

traffic and that signage to that effect be placed at the ve-

hicle parking area. It might also be appropriate to place

a gate at the beginning of the trail that limits access to

pedestrians only, although this could prompt unautho-

rized off-trail activities by individuals who wantonly dis-

regard such closures. Consistent monitoring of the trail

for cultural resources that are exposed through future

erosion is highly recommended.

Problem 3: The dense midden areas below Panels 3 to 5 are

being significantly impacted by large herbivores, including live-

stock, and the resulting bioturbation has probably affected the

integrity of the subsurface deposits.

During the course of the 2009 investigations,

a group of individuals on horseback was observed riding

through the midden area (Figure 89), perhaps unaware

that the midden area was being trampled. Desiccated

cattle and/or sheep dung was also observed, indicating

that livestock have taken shelter in Fish Creek Cove over

a long period of time.

Recommendations: Given that equestrian ac-

tivities at the midden itself are not appropriate, we rec-

ommend that the main midden area between Panels 3

to 5 be fenced to preclude direct access by horses, cattle

and motorized vehicles. The placement of posts has the

potential to impact subsurface cultural deposits, and

such construction would require adequate Section 106

compliance, including monitoring of the activities by a

qualified archaeologist. We believe the placement of a

fence to protect the midden area outweighs the poten-

tial damage to unknown cultural resources outside the

midden area.

Problem 4: Looting of subsurface cultural deposits has been

a problem, as evidenced by deflated looters’ pits at Test Unit 3

at the eastern edge of the sheltered area, and such malicious

acts could occur in the future by individuals attracted to the

abundance of surface artifacts. Several small sheltered areas

east of the primary midden appear to be undisturbed.

Based on the results of test excavations at Test

Units 3 to 5, the subsurface deposits at Fish Creek Cove

have experienced considerable mixing over the years,

with modern detritus found at the lowest levels of the

test units (i.e., 50 to 70 centimeters bpgs). This mixing

might have resulted from past looting events, although

this is speculative based on the surface evidence.

Looter’s pits at Test Unit 3 are largely deflated, but given

the unstable sandy deposits at this location this deflation

could be recent or it could have occurred in the distant

past. Given the presence of plastic and filtered cigarette

butts, it probably has occurred in recent decades.

Recommendations: There is probably little

that can be done to deter malicious looting at Fish Creek
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Cove by individuals who already know such acts are il-

legal but choose nonetheless to violate the law. A

strongly worded advisory at Fish Creek Cove on the na-

ture of the law and penalties that could result could help

deter “casual” looting by individuals who are more cu-

rious than malicious in their intent. In light of the rich

subsurface cultural context at Fish Creek Cove, we rec-

ommend that BLM law enforcement aggressive investi-

gate incidents of looting here, and that the BLM

regularly monitor the site. This could be accomplished

through the implementation of a site stewardship pro-

gram for Fish Creek Cove wherein residents can con-

sistently monitor the site while providing advice to

visitors on appropriate ethics when visiting such sites.

We believe community stewardship of Fish Creek Cove

as a local resource of cultural value to the community

is the best strategy to foster preservation and protection

of the site.

Problem 5: The midden area at Panels 3 to 5 is rich in ar-

tifacts, including projectile points, groundstone tools, beads

and grayware, orangeware and black-on-white potsherds. The

site is also known to have contained an abundance of figurines.

All such items are extremely vulnerable to surface collection

(the site has probably been surface collected repeatedly over

the decades). 

Surface collection is anticipated to be a future

problem due to the erosion occurring through pedes-

trian traffic and bioturbation. The number of artifacts

present at Fish Creek Cove is indeed staggering. As

demonstrated by the artifacts present in Test Units 3 to

5, there are even greater numbers of artifacts in subsur-

face contexts that could erode to the surface in the fu-

ture. There is no indication in the 1928 photographs that

Noel Morss used screens in his excavations, and hence

only a small number of the largest artifacts would have

been collected at that time.

Recommendations: In light of the scientific

potential of the subsurface deposits present here, we be-

lieve the protection of the midden area should be the

primary objective of any BLM strategy to preserve Fish

Creek Cove. Such protection is unrealistic in light of the

current configuration of visitation at this site in that the

rock art panels that draw public attention are located

Figure 89:  View of a horseback group that visited Fish Creek Cove in 2009. The horses are standing in the midden area.
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directly behind the midden and visitors must walk

through the midden to better view the images. Re-

stricting visitation to a distant point where the midden

is not affected is also unrealistic given that most of the

rock art images and historic inscriptions are small and

would not be visible at that distance, and such limita-

tions would probably be ignored. We therefore recom-

mend that the BLM construct a raised observation

platform that allows visitors close access to Panels 3 to

5 to discern the images but not close enough that the

panels would be directly affected by people touching

or rubbing the images, or by those who might be

tempted to add their own names. We also recommend

the observation platform be configured with railings in

such a way as to discourage individuals from getting off

the platform and subsequently damaging the midden

through careless or malicious acts. The raised platform

approach has worked well in nearby Capitol Reef Na-

tional Park, and efforts there could be an appropriate

template for BLM efforts at Fish Creek Cove. Any such

construction would require appropriate Section 106

compliance, including consultation with Native Amer-

icans and monitoring of any ground disturbance by a

qualified archaeologist.

Problem 6: The vandalism of rock art images, either the de-

facement of prehistoric images themselves or by the addition

of names, dates and initials that denigrate the setting, feel

and association of the rock art, is a persistent problem at Fish

Creek Cove. 

This problem may have accelerated in recent

years as there are numerous dates now depicted be-

tween 2004 and 2008. A catalog of the inscriptions pres-

ent at Fish Creek Cove reveals at least five types or

methods of graffiti have occurred here. (1) The cliff face

was abraded to a smooth surface prior to the addition

of inscriptions, and this process often resulted in the re-

moval of prehistoric images. (2) Names, dates and ini-

tials were added to the cliff face, often over the top of

prehistoric images, through a time-consuming process

of deep pecking or incising that has resulted in highly

visible graffiti. (3) Names, dates and initials were

scratched into the cliff face, resulting in graffiti that is

less visible and in some instances eroded to the point it

is no longer legible. (4) Names, dates and initials have

been written on the cliff face in charcoal, probably pre-

historic charcoal from the midden area (the most recent

incidents of vandalism are charcoal signatures). And (5)

individuals have modified prehistoric rock art panels

through the addition of their own pecked and painted

images, including animals, stick-figure humans and

“blood” splatters on and around prehistoric quadrupeds.

Fish Creek Cove appears to be a classic example of a lo-

cation where the presence of graffiti invites additional

episodes of graffiti.

Recommendations: In light of the fact that on-

going vandalism and graffiti at Fish Creek Cove contin-

ues to denigrate the National Register qualities of the

site, we strongly encourage the BLM to aggressively ed-

ucate the public about the inappropriateness of such ac-

tivities and to investigate incidents when they do occur.

According to student volunteers participating in the

2009 research, the most recent vandalism of the site

(charcoal signatures) was initiated by local high school

students well known in the community, but these indi-

viduals were apparently never contacted by the BLM

or held accountable for their actions. We believe both

the education and law enforcement components rec-

ommended here could be facilitated through (1) sig-

nage at the parking area reminding visitors that it is not

acceptable to add their own signatures and that resti-

tution could be required, (2) a visitor register that

would assist in the investigation of such acts, and (3)

regular monitoring and contact with visitors by local

site stewards who could assist in the identification of

the individuals involved.

Problem 7: Although Fish Creek Cove is a popular visitor at-

traction due primarily to the spectacular rock art here, the pub-

lic has little knowledge of the archaeological significance of

the site.

This site is well known to the local residents

and has been a focal point of amateur collecting for

more than a century. It also played a fundamental role

in the development of the Fremont Culture concept

wherein Noel Morss (1931) described the prehistoric

inhabitants of the region as distinct from better known

Southwestern traditions (e.g., Anasazi). Because the

spectacular rock art panels at this site are well known

and easily accessible, this site receives extensive visita-

tion. There is no reason to believe that such visitation

would diminish in the future. We believe the preserva-

tion and protection of this site would be facilitated

through public education and outreach wherein the pub-

lic can better appreciate the value of cultural resources,
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both to the local community and to the state as a whole.

In brief, greater awareness of Fish Creek Cove could re-

sult in greater visitation, but this could also foster

greater protection of the site. 

Recommendations: We recommend that the

BLM, perhaps through a private-public partnership,

construct a kiosk at an appropriate location near the

protective fence (see recommendation above) that

would provide specific information about the Fremont

culture, the role the site played in the archaeological

history of the state, and the importance of protecting

the site for future generations and future scientists with

better techniques to explain the prehistory of the site.

We also recommend that the BLM develop a brochure

containing the same information that could be distrib-

uted to site visitors and by local businesses catering to

tourists. We believe such information, when made

available through and by the local community, would

foster greater local stewardship towards these cultural

resources through a greater sense of vested “owner-

ship.”  This could foster a greater sense of the “value” of

archaeological sites, both in terms of community her-

itage and the economic contributions resulting from

enhanced tourism opportunities. This awareness could

be enhanced by the nomination of the site to the Na-

tional Register through the cooperative efforts of the

local community.


